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CCFAPHIL NEWS
New Merters(thru 31 Jul y )
216 Fentress, Gary W.
15136 Magnolia #102
(address withheld)
215X Kapiloft, Leonard
811 a rt Creek
217 Wrenn, Christopher
Address Changes
105 Larphear, Robert G.
U/ki Rowe, Kenneth
Canada

3886 McKenzie St.
Box 847, Station A

Reinstated
163 Uribe-Jaramillo, Rodrigo Apartado 25766
Resignations
CO5 Arch, Brad

Sherman Oaks CA 91043
Tyler TX 75703

USA
USA
USA

USA
Riverside CA 92503
Burlington Ont L7R 3Y7

Bogota

Colombia

172 Broomall, Charles L.

Collecting interests of new members as shown on their applications are
35 follows (see codes on 1987-1988 membership roster):

216 Fentress
217 Wrenn

02, 11, 18, 54, 55, 58, 61, 93
51-54, 56-57, 59-62, 66, 95

The following members have made a gift of at least $5.00 as of 15 July
1968 and are recognized as contributing members for this membership year
(additional contributors will be recognized in the next issue):
Karl Anttila
Ernesto Aroseeena
Karl Becker
Jerrold Bodoff
Arthur BoldJo
Federico Brid
Richard Ca/vet
Carlos Chaetcnnet

Antonio Chedid
Larry Crain

Andrew Cronin
Jim Cross
Robert D'Elia
Lawson Entwistle
Arthur Foster
Debbie Freidman
Glenn Goodrich
Haakcn Hellner
James Helms
Raymond Ireson

Brigitte Kaplan
David King
Robert Knuff
Mickey Kress
James Lewis
George Loop
Walter Lowrie
Henry Madden
Gerard Marque
Robert Mitchell

Martin O'Brien
Vicente Pascual
Peter Quail
Adolfo Quelquejeu
Kenneth Rowe
James Sauber
Herbert Tindall
James Vadeboncouer
Luis Venegas
Christopher Wrenn

We have received the three bulletins of EXFILBC BB courtesy of Jairo
Londono, our representative for Colombia. They will be placed in our library.
Etilletin #2, published as an issue of Bogota Filatelico, contained several
interesting articles which are reviewed on page 4.
Colombian merber Brigitte Kaplan has for several years been assembling
information on covers from the first eight issues of Colombia. She writes
that she now has information on the covers in all of the collections in
Colombia as well as data from auction catalogs. If any members have covers
they have not shared with her, they are urged to send a description and
photocopy. Her address is: Brigitte Kaplan, Carrera 78-39, Bogota, Colombia.
These efforts Should eventually enable us to publish an authoritative
directory of this material.
Your editor will be showing the CYAPHIL Slide Program, "Colombia, Land
of Philatelic Opportunity" at STagocAlDW '88 in Detroit at 1:13Z P.M. on Sunday,
August 28th. I lock forward to seeing may of you there.
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FRCM THE PRESIDENT'S DESK

Happy 5th Birthday to CCPAPHIL. Join us at BALPEX '88, our first
exhibition, and share in cur activities. The show is just weeks away and if you
have not yet decided to attend, this is my last chance to try to convince you that
this is a show not to be missed
For openers, BALPEX will showcase the largest dieplay of Colombia and Panama
material EVER seen outside of Colombia. In the United States it is still a novelty
to see even me exhibit from our area at a show.
We reserved 75 frames at BALPEX
'88. All of those frames are taken and we have far exceeded that amount, having
passed 90 fret/es as of 1 July: Competitive exhibits include such diverse subjects
as Colombia 1886-1903, Colombia Revenues, Colombia Postal Cards, Panama Postal
Stationery, Antiocuia, Bolivar, "Panamania", Mancomun Air Mail Markings, The
Panama Canal", and "In Search of El Dorado." I am delighted that the Court of
Honor will include Dr. Norman Ribbard's Colombia and Panama First Issues and
Alex Rendon's Colombia, 1868-1881. The latter collection wan the Grand Prix
National at EXFILEO '08. There is truly something for everyone.
If that isn't enough to tempt you, we will also have a busy schedule of
activities both formal and informal. The schedLle of our formal programs is shown
on the front cover. All events will be at Marriott's Hint Valley Inn, Highway I-E0
and Shawan Road, Hunt Valley, Md. Be sure to stop at our table when you arrive at
the show for full details of our programs, including informal activities. We will
have a hospitality suite also.
Several nee
have expressed interest in an informal meeting for sharing
information and identifying manuscript town cancels, If this area interests you,
bring your material, including items that resist identification as that will
certainly be one of the informal sessions arranged.

•

If you have not yet received hotel information and plan to attend, call the
Hunt Valley Inn directly for reservations, (301 EGG wma). Be sure to mention that
you are coming for BALPEX. Reservations made before August 11 are only $56 per
night, single or double room. After that rates may be higher.
The support of BALPEX Chairman Kal Illyefalvi has been fantastic. Thanks to
the enthusiastic welcome BALPEX has given us and member response in exhibiting, this
show should alter the misconception many in philately hold that the absence of
Colombia and Panama at shows means that there is no collector interest.
Enclosed with this issue of CCPACARTA is our next Mail Bid Sale catalog. Our
hardworking Sales Manager, Gerard Marque, has assembled another interesting sale.
He will be at BALPEX on Saturday and Sunday so if you have any questions about a lot
in the sale or want to bring it
to consign for the next sale, be sure to ask for
him at cur table. Sera remarkable items have passed through our mail bid sales, so
be sure to check the catalog carefully for your wants.
Belated congratulations to Ricardo Botero whose exhibit of Antiocpia was
awarded the CEPAPHIL prize at 0 .4FILBO '88.
Hoping to see you all at BALPEX,
Debby Friedman
-3-
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TREASURER'S REPORT

IWO&
Dues
Contributions (Note 1)
Mail Bid Sales
Handbook Sales
Interest
Sales of Back Issues
Library Fees
CCPACARTA Ads
TOTAL

1352.00
621.37
483.50
237.50
163.23
121.75
95.40
5.50
3100.25

EXPENSE
Printing
Postage (Note 2)
Supplies
Library Expense
Exhibition Awards
Hanotook

860.87
1231.67
160.01
159.25
32.00

TOTAL

2389.60

EXCESS CF INCCNE OVER EXPENSE 1 July 1987 - 30 June 1968
ASSETS
Cash In Bank
Petty Cash
Library Fund
TOTAL

3536.95
18.49
24.15
3879.59

6.00

710.45

LIABLITIES
Advance Dues
NET WORTH
Balance, 1 July 1987
Net Income 1987-1988
TOTAL

695.50

2473.64
710.45
3184.09

Note 1 - Includes $239.00 received with 1988-1989 dies.
Note 2 - Includes purchase of $400.e0 face value of discount postage for $360
which will be used in 1988-1989.

AN LNUSUAL PANAMA "EFCP COMER
by David Leeds
The American Bank Note was quite meticulous in its printing and errors,
freaks and oddities are seldom seen. Pictured below is an exception. As can
readily be seen from the photocopy, the horizontal perforations on the two 1
centavos stamps are displaced about 8mm.
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LA BIBLIOTECA

The use of the CCFAPHIL library by various members has shown some
encouraging signs of late. Perhaps this activity would have been even
greater, except for the advent of summer weather, vacations and other leisure
activities. Remember, however, there are many excellent articles in the
library waiting to be read cn those long plane flights and while lying on the
teach! I recently took a few myself on the plane trip to Helsinki to attend
Finlandia 88, a truly outstanding international exhibition. For that reason
and preparation of my own exhibits for this and another international, work on
library chores has been limited of late. However, we do continue to get new
material.
Dr. Colin Ross has donated Bogota Filatelico Numbers 11 & 20, as well as
the EXFIME 72 Guide. The latter contains an excellent article by Juan Salta
Maria A., "Ntarcas Postales Prefilatelicae de Mullin" (16 pages) and a
rwrint of an article by Gabriel Trujillo, "Servicio Postal Fluvial" (6
pages), which had previously appeared in Chiie Filatelico and which contains
the text of various documents relative to this service and its postal
stationery. David Leeds has donated a copy of F. Heydcn's "The Stamps of
Panama", a valuable reference work. We have also received from Richard Riley
of the American Revenue Association, via David Lccdc, a copy of their
bibliography of Panama Revenues.
For those interested in Panama airmails, by the time this issue reaches
you, the Wilshire Stamp Co. will have auctioned the Christine Shaw gold medal
collection of "Panama Provisional Airmail errors and Varieties (1927-1953)".
The catalog is beautifully done and is an excellent reference for this
material. It consists of reproduction of the entire extensively annotated
collection on individual album pages, as well as several pages of
non-provisional airmail lots. Many of the stamps in this collection are the
only copies known or examples of varieties of %bid) less than 10 are known.
In many cases these examples formed the basis for the SanJoria catalog
listings. Until the November issue of CCPACARTA is published, the library
will offer a xerox copy of this collection (over 70 pages) for the special
price of $7.50. If any members have copies of this catalog and do not have an
interest in this area, we would be pleased to receive those pages, together
with copies of the prices realized.
If any members need copies of the library rules and/or request forms,
please do not hesitate to write for them.
Robert A. D'Elia, Librarian

BPS

FIL-PANAM
BRIAN MDCWIDUSE
South American Stamp Supplies
P.O. Box 105
Peterborough PE3 BTQ, England

Box 2245
El Cajon, CA. 92021

POSTAGE STAMPS
OF LATIN AMERICA

will be a boothholder at BALPEX
3rd-8th September 1988

Jim 8 Luz Cross
(819)-561-4959
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CCPACARTA
EXFILBO '88 BLLLETIN #2, A REVIEW
by Jim Cross

This bulletin, Whole Umber 31 of Bogota Filatelico, is a well-printed 78 page
booklet with many illustrations in color. Pages 16-17 show photographs of the
exhibition officers and members of the jury, a chance to see some of our Latin
American members, who many of us may not otherwise have an opportunity to meet.
Pages 17-34 are devoted to an article cn "El Servicio Postal Colombiano."
Sections of the article give a brief history of the postal service and describe its
deN.elcoment including newly offered services such as Express Mail Service, Reduced
Priority Airmail Service (APR), Special Service for Post Office Boxes (SEA) and
plans for electronic mail service. A third section discusses postal finances. The
fourth section describes services to Colombian philately including the new issues
policy and plans for 1988 issues. The fifth section discusses the Postal Museum.
The second article, pages 35-39, describes and illustrates in color the 1987 new
issues.
The next article, by Alex Rendion, is his promised story of "El 10 Pesos de
1870-1E88. Alex describes the six lithographic stones used for these issues,
lettered A-F, with illustrations of each as welt as of the stone of the Michelson
reprints. He corrects the mistaken impression given by John Myer in his article cn
The Alleged Reprints of Colombia" that alt of the stamps with the black dot under
the U of Lnidos and the defect under the E of "CE" are reprints. He reports for the
first time a defect at the lower left of the first "0" of CORREOS which is a found
cn Stones C, 0, E and F and is the only way to distinguish Stones B and C. He also
reports the two stages of a defect in the "P" of PESOS which are found on Stones D-F
and the Michelson reprints respectively. Since the Bulletin is printed on glossy
paper, the illustrations do not reprodUce well in photocopies, but the text clearly
-inscribes the characteristics of each Stone which are su gmarized in the following
table.
TARE I - COLOMBIA 10 PESOS STAMPS 1870-1884, CHARACTERISTICS CF STONES
q DEFECT

STME YEAR
& DIE

PAPER COLOR

STARS DOT UDR U
MARK UNDER E

A

1870
1676

VERMILLION
DARK ROSE

Fuzzy

(1)

DARK ROSE

Fu=ry

Yes

No

No

No

II 1878

DARK ROSE

5 pts.

Yes

Yes

No

No

0 III 1879? DARK ROSE

5 pts.

Yes

Yes

Yes

#1

I
Ia

C

No

No

LINE AT
DEFECT
UPPER LEFT
P SCOTT
No

No

11

E III IDB?

ROSE

5 pts.

Yes

Yes

Yes

#1

F

PALE LILAC

5 pts.

No

Yes

Yes

#1

Yes

No

Yes

#2

IV 1884

REPRINTS

5 pts.
VERMILLION
BRIGHT VENILLICN "
PALE VIOLET
WHITE
11

dote (I) Probable postal forgery
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Among other interesting information reported is the author's conviction that
stamps from Stone B are postal forgeries and that he has not seen AM' mint star
from either Stones B or C. The article includes an update of the plating of Stone
A, which was previously published in COPACARTA. All missing positions except #25
have now been identified. Alex wrote me that he has now completed his studies of
the 5 Pesos stamps of this issue as well and hopes to prepare a complete article on
both stave in English in the near future. Hopefully, this article will include
evidence supporting the dates of the stones which will permit correction of catalog
listings. No major catalog currently lists the stamp on rose paper from Stone E.
The stamp from Stone F (formerly Scott 125) was erroneously deleted from that
catalog as a result of John Myer's work and is listed in Gibbons as number 119, but
assigned the issue date of 1886.
The next article in the bulletin is a survey by Beatriz Pantoja de Gil of the
Postal Museums of the Bolivarian countries; Bolivia, Peru, Ecuador, Colombia,
Venezuela and Panama. This is followed by a 5 page article with 4 pages of black and
white illustrations of postage stamps honoring the Liberator, Simon Bolivar. Pages
65-67 contain a brief but important article by VitaJtas Stasiukynas cn the 3
centavos stamp of 1918, showing its provenance from the 20 centavos stamps of the
18E3 issue of Tolima and showing the layout of the intermediate transfer and the
arrangement of the transfer types in the final lithographic stone.
The remainder of the Bulletin lists the officers of The Colombian Philatelic
Federation (FEFILCO), the officers of the Club Filatelico de Bogota and the
exhibitors at EXFILBO 'ES. The exhibits comprised 759 frames including 63 frames of
exhibits by Postal Administrations and Museums, 133 frames by members of the jury,
164 frames of competitive exhibits of Colombia, 156 frames of other countries of the
Americas, 41 franca of Europe and the rest of the world, 146 frames of thematic
exhibits, 44 frames of Youth exhibits and 12 frames of literature.
All articles reviewed may be ordered from the COPAPHIL Library.

AN 1894 COLOMBIAN OFFICIAL COVER
While a considerable number of pre-1859 "DE CFICIO" stampless covers are known
from Colombia, there is nothing in the literature about such mail after 1859. A few
loose stave are known cancelled with the "OE CFICIO" handsteepe, posing the
questicn of whether
stamps were used on
official mail. The
1894 cover shown was
sent frcm the Colegio
Nacional de S. Bartolome
to Garzcn. In addition
to the college handstamp
there is a light strike
of an oval hancistamp
inscribed COOS
NACIUNINJES/ cFCMCN
20(?) CFICIAL. Anyone
with more information
about 19th Century
official mail is urged
to contact the Editor.
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COLOM6IAN POSTAL MARKINGS 1750-1 ,404. A_FRZLIMINARY REPORT

by Jim Cross
Aelthor's Note: This is the first in a series of articles which will
present the findings of the Colombia Postal Markings Study Circle. This
compilation is based upon a survey of previously published articles and input
from the members of the study circle. I especially want to acknowledge the
efforts of Lawecn Entwistle who has prepared drawings of many of the
postal markings and Juan Santa Maria whose classification of pre-stamp postal
markings is the basis of the classification system presented in this article.
From the beginnings of the postal service in the Vice Royalty of the
New Kingdcm of Granada, town name handstamee were used to indicate the
origin of letters. Letters were also marked with one of three words;
FRANCA (paid) to indicate letters on which postage was pre-paid, DEBE (unpaid)
to indicate collect letters, or CE CFICIO (offical) to indicate official mail
on which postage was not required. At first these markings were on separate
handstamps, but later the town name and payment status was placed on the same
handstamo. Santa Maria (1) classified pre-stamp town markings into six
classes When postage stamps were issued in 1859, the last group of
handstaepe, Class VI, was generally used to cancel the steuvb. Only one other
pre-stamp town handstamp, the Class IV marking from Chiouincpira is known on
stampb. The study circle has grouped the town markings used from 1659-1934
into six additional classes.
The 12 classes of town markings are as follows:
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class

I
II
III

IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
IX
X
XI
XII

- Straight line handstamps of the Colonial Era.
- Colonial era handsteeve with the town and payment status.
- Oval handstamps of the Republic of Dolor/tie, 1824-1632.
- Modified handstamps of the Republic of Colombia.
- Handstarps of the Republic of New Granada
- Oval handstamps with town name and payment status.
- Uhdated town handstamps, 1859-1934.
- Date starps of the United States of Colombia.
- Oval date stamps of the Republic of Colombia.
- Common type duplex circular date stamps with flower killers.
- Rectangular date stamps of the Republic of Colombia.
- Other circular date stews, 1886-1904.

The Guinovert & Tizcn hanctock (2) is the standard reference work on
Spanish Colonial postal markings and the only one which illustrates the
individUal markings. The listings are supposed to be alphabetical by town
within Provincias or Audiencias. This is somewhat confusing, since the
boundaries of Spanish colonial administrative and judicial sub-divisions
within the New Kingdom of Granada were not clearly demarcated. Our member
George Maier has pointed out that daring mast of the 13th century the
territory of a large part of the later Colombian state of Cauca, as well as
parts of northern Peru were in the jurisdiction of the Audiencia of Quito.
Actually, the Guinovert & Tizcn listings correspond to the present boundaries
of Colombia, Ecuador, Panama and Venezuela. When the first edition of the
handbook was published the editors apparently did not have access to many of
the major collections of colonial postal history. That edition showed only 49
town markings for Colombia and Panama. The second edition is far more
complete. A copy is available to the CDPAPHIL library. Merrbers interested in
these markings should order a photocopy.
-8-
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Santa Maria (op. cit.) illustrated sample markings of Classes I-VI and
listed the towns from which markings of each Cla.s were known to him. He did
not indicate which handstamps, FRANCA, CEBE, and CE CFICIO are known, so it is
not possible to determine the total number of different markings from his
list. He also does not indicate the colors in which strikes are known.
In April 1981 Robson Lowe auctioned the collection of Gordon R. Anstee
which contained a large number of covers from the correspondence of General
Tomas Mosopera, twice president of Colombia. The auction catalog listed a
number of covers with handstecps which were hot in the Santa Maria listings.
CLASS I - STRAIGHT LINE COLONIAL MARKINGS

PAIVAMA.
CARTAGENA Class I-T

PANAMA Class I-T

F RATCA

FRANCA.

CARTAGENA Class I-F

PANAMA Class I-F

These are the earliest markings known. The handstans presumably care
into use soon after the establishment of the royal mails. Separate handstarps
were used for the town name and the words FRANCA or DEBE. Sore of the town
name handStaws are highly stylized as shown, appearing more like monograms.
Santa Maria lists 111 markings from 96 towns in Colctrbia and 4 markings from 4
towns in Panama. George Maier's exhibit of the "Audiencia de GkJito" contains
a number of additional markings (3).
CLASS II - 0:LCNIAL HANDSTANDS WITH TOWN NAME AND PAYVENT STATUS

CA R'RG ENA
DE IN D I AS.

DEBE.
SANTA MARTA. Class II-F

CAPTAUENA Class II-D
This class of markings differs from Class I because the to name and
the words FRANCA or DEE appear on the same handstamp. While most of these
handstaw^. are rectangular, there are also a few oval handstarps in this
class. A few of the handstamps, such as those shown, have elaborate borders
or use a single letter for FRANCA or CEBE. Santa Maria reported 37 different
markings in this Class from 30 towns, but his list does not indicate from
which towns both FRANCA and DEBE handstarps are known.
-9-
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CLASS III - OVAL HANDSTAMPS CF THE REPUBLIC CF CCLOMBIA 1624-1632.

01.

ice` • )

Pr?

Am(

BOGOTA Class III-F

RIO NEGPO Class III-D

These ornate hands-tamps were used by towns within the central region of
the Republic which corresponds to the present-day Colombia. Similar
handstamps with different borders were used in the northern region (Venezuela)
and the southern region (Ecuador). No handstamps of this type have been
reported from towns in Panama. These exist inscribed FRANCA and DEBE and DE
CFICIO. Santa Maria lists handstamps in this class from 47 different towns in
Colombia with 2 types each from Cartagena and Medellin.
CLASS IV - MODIFIED OVAL HANDSTAMPS IT THE REPUBLIC CF COLCMBIA

(11/1011ttiVk\. )
uovigiffr

BUGA. '
‘ ,‘E.11ANC

4

MOMPOS Class IVa-0

BCG . Class IV-F

When Venezuela and Ecuador seceded from the Republic of Colombia, the
name of the remaining territory was changed to the Republic of New Granada
Class III handttemv. continued in use in many towns. Because of the name
change the handstamps were crudely modified by removing either the word
"COLCMIIIA" or the entire top line "REPUB. DE CCLCM3IA". Santa Maria listed
Class IV handstamps from 34 different towns with two types from Popayan.
0-ASS V - HAND STAMPS INSCRIBED REFLIBLICA CE %EVA GRANADA.
ss rep:.

t A

•n
V ALW • 1. .1,1

-P
<

0

wE

BAPPMJCUILLA Class V-C
POPAYAN Class V-0
Only a few towns used handst ve with this inscription. These are of
different styles, some oval and some circular. Santa Maria lists Class V
handstamps from 11 different towns.
-10-
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BOGOTA.

IBAGUL.

OTICre,

FRANCA
eq ess VI-1F

A1,13ALEMA Class VI-2F

BOGOTA Cl

Ss

VI-1D

PEreCl Class VI-2D

BOGOTA Class VI-10

EWA Class VI-20

The last class of handstamps from the pre-starp period is composed
mainly of smaller oval handstaees. The sizes of the ovals and the size and
style of type vary, chiefly because of the varying length of the town neeee.
There are two main subclasses as shown. The DE CFICIO handstamps of MUSL
towns are of the second subclass with concentric ovals and the word DE in the
enter, even when the FRANCA and DEBE handsteees from the town are single
ovals.
Santa Maria reported Class VI handstamps from 92 towns in Colombia and 4
in Panama on pre-stamp covers. As documented in the previous issue of
CCPACARTA after 1855 score of these markings were used by the state postal
services.
After postage stamps came into use in 1R59, Class 1/1 handstamps were
used to cancel stamps. Since the postage was prepaid, FRANCA handsteeele were
commcnly used, but CEBE and DE OFICIO markings from a few towns are known on
stamps. The use of hanctteeee of this class was discontinued in most towns
within a few years after 1859, but a few towns continued to use them
throughout the 19th century and several even used new FRANCA hardsteees not
reported from the pre-stamp period.
The postal markings study circle has thus far identified E FRANCA, 8
Lt and 7 CE CFICIO handstamps used to cancel postage stamps. Only 9 of
these markings have thus far been identified on cover.
References:
1. Santa Maria Alvarez, Juan. "Resumen Historico de Los Correos en Colombia,
'Prefilatelia'." ESPAMER 78 Bulletin #2. Bogota 1978. 14 pages
(unnumbered)
2. Guinover Tizcn. "Prefilatelia Espanola, Estudio de Las Marcas
Filatelicas de Espana y sus Ocminios de Indios, Siglos XVII/ y X/X,
Barcelona I98?.
3. Cross, Jim (Editor), "CCPAPHIL NEWS." DZPACARTA IV:4, May 1987. Page 68.
4. Lcwe, Rctscre Latin America Sale No 4611, Featuring the Gordon R. Anstee
Colombia and Wilfred G. Howland Peru. 23 Apr 1981.
TO BE CONTINUED
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THE SANTANCER PROVISIONAL SIAM'S CF 1903-1907

Editer's Note: Federico Larsen discussed these stares in an article,
"Variacienes Sabre un Mismo Tema", in Bogota Filatelicc #9 Nov-Dec 1955".
upon a translation of that work with some changes in the
This article is based
illustrations. I have edited the text to put it in more logical order.
The postal use of the unoverprinted 50 Centavos fiscal stamp by the
Department of Santander and its subseceent overprinting and surcharging was
one result of the inflation caused by the "1000 Days" civil war, The basic
stale was printed in sheets of 20 (4x5). It is listed by Forbin as Santander
W9 issued in 1931. Because of the small sheet size, there were apparently a
number of printings with resultant color variations. Larsen listed these as
rose, pale rose, brick red and bright red. For some of these printings the 13
cliches on the right side of the sheet were inverted giving 5 tete-beche pairs
per sheet. A sheet with this layout and the provisional overprint is shown in
Figure 3.

Prior to 1903 the highest denomination stamp issued by the Department
of Santander was 10 centavos. Some time after the end of the war inflation
apparently caused the government of the department to raise postal rates. No
official documents were cited by Larsen, nor were any mentioned by Rodriguez
in his history of the postal service in Norte del Santander. Unoverprinted
fiscal stamps were used on departmental mail. Figure 1 illustrates a cover
from °cane addressed to the Banco de Cartagena,

Figure 1 - Cover Showing Use of Unoverprinted Santander 50 Ctvcs. Fiscal Stamp
Larsen also illustrated a cover, Figure 2, which has a bisect of the
unoverprinted stamp tied by a handstme of the TESORERIA GENERAL / BUCARAMANGA
to a cover which also has a national 20 centavos stamp cancelled by an Aug 6,
1933 Decaramanga handstamp. He noted that all covers with the unoverprinted
fiscal stamp and bisects thereof used together with the steeve of the national
onstage issue of 1892 were philatelic creations which were addressed to known
philatelists in Cartagena. The only exceptions are covers mailed from Ocala.
In addition to the Sr. Diaz-Grenades, bisect covers are known addressed to

Pedro Bossio. The TESL 1A GENERAL cancel was used to OTC remainders and it
is possib/e that the bisected stamps were added to benaficie covers. There was
no known requirement for mixed franking of departmental and national stamps.
-12-
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Figure 2 - Cover With Bisect of Unoverprinted Santander 50 Ctvos, Fiscal Stamp
Sometime in 1903 sheets of the fiscal stamp were overprinted
"PROVISICNAL" and "CCRREDS DE SANTANDER" in two lines. There are two settings
of this overprint. The first contained 10 subjects in two columns (2x5).
This setting was used to overprint the sheets with tete-beche stamps. First,
two columns were overprinted, then the sheets were inverted and the other two
columns were overprinted. From this setting the following varieties exist:
a. Row 2, Column 1 - Santander instead of Santander.
b. Row 4, Column 2 - Capital "I" instead of "1" in Provisional.
These errors occur on the right side of the sheet causing the

following:

c. Horizontal Tete Beche Pair, normal overprints.
d. Horizontal Tete Beche Pair, normal overprint with variety b.

Tete-teche sheets overprinted from this setting are known with
substitutions of "c" for "e" in Correos, Larsen speculated that these are due
to dropping the frame holding the original overprint. These include the
following additional varieties:
e.
f.

g.
h.
.

Row 1, Column 2; Row 2 Columns 1 & 2; and Row 3 Column 2 - Corrcos
de Santander
Row 4, Column 2 - Corrcos de Santander and "I" in Provisional.
Horizontal tete-teche pairs, normal overprint with variety e.
Horizontal tete-beche pairs, both st.i
variety e.
Horizontal tete-beche pairs, variety e with variety f.

A second setting of 20 cliches (4x5) was used to overprint normal sheets
of 20. This setting contains an additional error as follows:
Row 2, Column 2 & Row 4, Column 2 - "Corceos" instead of "Correos".
Larsen indicated that covers of this issue are srarce, especially of the
rose and pale rose shades. His article did not illustrate the stamp cn cover.
-13-
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Figure 3 - Sheet of Tete-Eeche Printing With Overprint, First Setting.
At some later date (Larsen stated it was 1906, but gave no evidence to
support the date) the 50 Centavos Stamp was surcharged "MEDIO CENTAVOS."
National postage rates were changed in November 19e3 following the adoption
of gold currency. It seems more likely that this surcharge dates from that
year or early in 1934, but only discovery of the government decrees can
confirm the actual date.

There is only one setting of this overprint (4x5) for overprinting
normal sheets of 20 storm. This setting contains the following constant
varieties (Figure 4):
Oval period after Provisional.
"/" instead of 4 1" in Provisional.
"Carson" instead of "Correos."
"Provisional" in different type spaced closely.
No period after "Provisional."
"m" of "Provisional" has a long tail. No
period after "Provisional.'
g. Row 5, Column 4 - 'n" as variety f. Period after Provisional.
"Corceos" instead of "Correos."

a. Row I, Column 1 b. Row I, Column 4 C. Row 2, Column 1 d. Row 2, Column 4 Row 3, Column 4
r. Row 4, Column 4 -

Larsen noted that a forgery of this overprint exists.
-14-
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Figure 4 - Complete sheet showing Medio Centavo Surcharge Setting.

AN 1893 PANAMA NEWSPAPER WRAPPER

One of the first acts of the Congress of the Republic of Colombia cn 21
September 1821 was to provide for the free mailing of newspapers within the
republic. Since they bear no stamps, newspaper wrappers have seldom been
preserved. A rare survivor is illustrated below.

-15-
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FROM THE EDITOR'S MAILBAG
Ny article on the Panama state postal service waybill has led to an
As MOST of you know, Dr. Helme
exchange of letters with Dr. James B. Helme.
has long been the dean of Panama collectors and an exhibitor of Panama at the
international level for many years, where he has won numerous gold medals. He
is currently in the process of recording what he has learned about Panama
St3MPS. His articles on the 1887-1888 issues are the first products of this
effort. Future subjects will include the Panama 1878 issue and the Panama
Registration and Acknowledgement of Receipts stamps, not necessarily in that
order. He has already assembled a great deal of material and has graciously
given me permission to share a few items with the membership.
First, there was an official newspaper, La Gaceta de Panama, which
published the state government decrees and many other government documents.
This publication contains many references to the postal service. An August
1878 decree states that all interior malls were handled by private hands"
prior to the proposal to create state postal offices in 1879.
Second, a partial seam of the microfilm files of the Star & Herald
newspaper has turned up three references to the State postal service in the
Star Herald between 1880 and 1883 as follows:
A January 15, 1830 article states that Aspinwall (Colon) is
comp laining that state run post office is inefficient and has inept personnel.
It sometimes takes 4-6 days for letters to go from Aspinwall to Panama.
An April 15, 1880 notice stated that Jose de Ycaza is State
Administrator of Hacienda and also heads the local post offices on the
Isthmus.
A January 25, tem letter complains that the state post office in
Aspinwall leaves mail uncollected overnight if the trains are late. It
continues that there is no reason for a State Post Office since the National
Post Office does the job.
Third, further review of the state government records indicates that not
all of the remainders of the 1878 issue were sold and there is documentary
evidence that some of these stamps were transferred to the National Post
Office and used on national mails during a period in 1881-1882 when there was
a stamp shortage on the isthmus. (Editor's Note: This may be the source of
the oval Colon and Panama handstamp cancels on stamps of this issue).
Fourth, there was a further period of stamp shortage on the Isthmus
daring 1885, coincident with a period of civil unrest in Colombia which
delayed deliveries of stamps. During this time, letters were mailed without
stamps. There are at least eleven covers from this period of stamp shortage
know to Dr. Helme and owned by five different collectors. Two of these
covers are in collections which will be exhibited at BALPEX.

Member, Gustavo Copello of Maracaibo, Venezuela calls attention to the
fact that I made a culturally determined error concerning Abigail del Rio,
pointing out that this is a masculine name in Latin America and therefore the
person signing the 1880 waybill was probably a man.
-16-
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In Volumes I and II of CCPACARTA I published several articles A-IrAit
Provisional Colombian Red Cross stamps. Two members submitted additional
Items at that time, Ray Ireson sent a strip of 3 of the 1957 issue
commemorating Father Delgado on piece. The date of the cancel, 3 June 1968,
is :tear, but the town name cannot be deciphered. The stdo.JS are handstamped:
"CCERESE $0.10 ROR CONCEPT° DE CRUZ ROJO NACIENAL.' The June 195B Red Cross
Stamp, Scott RA56 was a 5 centavos stamp. It appears from the handstamp that
the post office which used it was collecting double the required amount.

The second item pictured above was sent in by Leo Malz. I have only
illustrated the stamp to save space, but it is tied to an airmail cover mailed
from Cartagena to New York on 21 October 1941. The cover is franked by 30
centavos airmail postage and two 1/2 centavos postai tax stamps plus the 5
centavos stamp with the handstamped cross is struck in black.

Walter Mall send the illustrated cover which has a handstamped cachet
in Spanish which translates to: FIRST DIRECT FLIGHT, BARRANQUILLA - CURACAO
BY K.L.M. August 26, 1937. Walter writes that he can find no further
information about the flight. K.L.M. tried in vain for years to get landing
rights in Colombia without success. He was therefore surprised to find
evidence of this flight. Anyone having additional information about the
flight is urged to contact Walter Blell, Apartado Aered 5195, Bogota.
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Roy Jr. wrote with regards to the articles co Colombian FERFINS.

"Pattern $5 in Harris' article - CRT - can now be positively identified
as having been used by Carr acho Roldan & Tamayo, of Bogota. I have the
confirming cover in my collection.
The PERFINS Bulletin nne,itions a pattern "CMC" of Dolifus Mieg et Cie,
Mulhouse, France as having been found on Sanabria SF71. Whether any more were
used on KADTA issues is at present unknown."
- 0 - Although philatelic writing interests only a few of us, once you are
bitten it usually lasts. Lawsco Entwistle writes: "I now have a big research
and writing job going on for the Western Postal History Museum. I am writing
up all the Arizona post offices that were established to serve the mining
industry, and there are about 253 of them. This requires research into the
mines, type of mineralization and metals produced with quantities as well as
examples of the cancellations (these will be from the WPI-M collection). Also
requires maps of each county with the locations of the post offices."

Clyde Maxwell sends a photo of the attached Colombia revenue stamp which
is not listed in Forbin. The copy shown was used on a ship's clearance papers
from Panama.

Nick Follansbee writes concerning the Bolivar 1903 Issues (See
COPACARTA, February 1987). He furnished sheets sizes as follows:
52 Centavos

1 Peso
5 Pesos
10 Pesos
20 Centavos
20 Centavos
20 Centavos

-

Sheet of 23 (5 x 4 + 3 sideways at bottom).
Sheet of 25 (5 x 5).
Sheet of 25 (5 x 5).
Sheet of 28 (6 x 4 + 4 sideways at bottom).
Registration, Sheet of 25 (3 x 7 + 4 sideways at left).
A/R, Sheet of 28 (4 x7), very poorly transferred.
Late Fee, Sheet of 28.
-18-
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One of the few Latin American specialized auctions is the one conducted
by the Spanish Main Society in England under direction of our member Brian
Moorhcese. This auction, for members only, always includes a number of lots
from Colombia and Panama. I have discuesee this sale with several of our U.S.
members who share my irpression that the prices realized in this auction are
quite high. I know that I almost never get anything for bids that would be
geite adequate in IlUbt. U.S. auctions. My bids on 7 lots in the latest sale
totalled 170 pounds and they sold for 288. My bid was second highest on one
lot, otherwise I didn't come close. Correspondence with one of our English
mercers Mars out the fact that better Colombia, especially material from the
States is selling for close to the Gibbons catalog value. The weakening of
the U.S. dollar against European currencies since the 1985 Gibbons South
America catalog was published means that the Gibbons prices are now more than
251. more in dollars than they were in 1985. A gem from this sale was an 1867
Panama registered cover franked on the front with a strip of 6 of the 1883 1
centavo and the 1883 registration stamp and on the reverse with 10 more
centavo stamps (4 stave presumed missing to make up a 20c mailing rate).
This lot sold for 75 pounds against a very low estimate of 25 pounds.
A major Spanish auction is the annual sale conducted by Galeria
Filatetica de Barcelona, Calle Valencia 229, Barcelona. The 1988 sale,
February 24-26, featured 45 Colombia & 7 Panama postal history items. An 1688
cover from Panama to New York franked with 2 pairs of the 5 centavos sold for
21,280 pesetas (approx $203). According to Dr. Jane= Helene this is the 5th
cover with this stamp known and the only one with 4 copies. A 1902 cover from
Panama to London franked with the 1892 10c and a strio of 5 of the 1892 2c
with a Colombian Late Fee Stamp of 1892 sold for 22,400 pesetas (approx $210).
A 3 Dec 1902 registered cover from Colon to New York franked with the Panama
20 centavos of 1892, the 1902 revalued Panama registration stamp (Scott F5)
and 2 Colombian Acknowledgement of Receipt steeps( paying the 10 centavos AR
rate of 1902-1903) sold for 39,200 pesetas (approx $365).
In view of the strong European market it is somewhat surprising that the
Apfelbaum auctions continue to feature Latin American collections consigned
from Europe. Five recent Apfelbaum sales included 23 Colombia and 3 Panama
collection lots with estimated selling prices from $100-125 to $2500-3000 plus
9 Colombia lots of indidUal stamps. I bought a number of these for the stock
of Fil-Param and found that the bulk of them, as well as lots from other L.A.
countries, were on German or French album pages with owner's notations in
those languages. Among the single item lots, a tete-beehe pair of the 1859
Colcatia 5 centavos, Scott 2a, w/o gum, one stamp with a repaired clipped
corner, fetched $550 in a May sale. One lot from a June sale brought sane
lucky bidder a real bargain. The catalog listing follows:
*CCLCMBIA - 1861-66 ICSNFS. A wonderful mounted collection, duplicated
for shades, cancels, etc. largely complete run for period with better like #12
(2), 16 (2), 19 (3), 21 (1 mint, 2 used), 22, 24 (3), 26 (4), 35-42 (numerous
sets), 34 (2), 45-52 (3 complete sets, plus additional copies of #51-52) &
more. Also includes #16 (scuff) on cover, plus 6 official docurents each with
various frankings from this period. Mostly all used. An excellent & highly
unusual lot. Expect sane small flaws (mainly tiny thins) o/w a wonderful
epeeialist lot. Not to be missed. Suggested Bid 1,750-2,000.'

-19-
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Many readers wilt recognize that the appraiser underestimated the
_.arcity of some of the material in this lot. Lot 75 of the Siegal "Gordon
John" sale was an 1861 10 centavos on cover, listed as 1 of 2 known, which
mid for $1750. The #16 on cover mentioned above is apparently a previously
-rknomn cover mailed from Honda to Bogota. It is not known how badly it was
scuffed. No photos of any of the items were included in the catalog. A
telephone call to the auction house provided a little further information.
The 6 government documents were apparently shipping documents with various
frankings of the 1865 issue including one with a 2 1/2 centavos stamp, one
with a bisect of the 5 centavos stamp, and one with a I Peso stamp.
Apparently none were documents franked with large multiples from gold
Shipments. The lot sold for $22U4.

A CCLCMBIAN ACKNICULEMBENT CF RECEIPT FORM
When a mailer re:pests Acknowledgement of Receipt, most postal
administrations attach sure type of form to the letter or parcel for the
recipient to sign. Illustrated is a form, rediced 25%, apparently printed
ix_aliy by the Postal Administration of Rio Hacha. The text is in French.
The illustrated copy franked with a Colombian A/R stamp confirms the delivery
of a registered letter mailed IS Oct 1899 to Jose Manual Marroquin in Bogota.
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SPACE FILLERS

The best laid plans, not only of mice and men, but also of journal editors oft
gang aglae. Several articles previewed in the last issue are not yet available, but
I hope to have all of them for the November issue. Meanwhile, I had to scramble a
bit for copy.
This issue does begin the promised report of the work of the Colombia Postal
Markings Study Circle. The November installment will complete the overview of town
markings. Then in February I will begin to publish detailed data about the town
markings. I was happy to see Alex Rendon's article in the EXFILBO program.
Hopefully, the table of information will be of help until his promised per is
published. The Larsen Santander article has been on my list of material worthy of
translation and republishing. There are still missing facts about the issues,
especially the government decrees.
A few years ago I sold a picture post card mailed, as I recall, in 1908 from
Panama with a view of the French Canal Company headquarters in Panama City. At the
time, I was unaware that officially only government postal cards, including the
officially authorized 1899 viewcards, were authorized in the mails. I recently
obtained another copy, illustrated below, paying about 5 times what I charged for
the first one. it is however postmarked 6 March l gaO, somewhat earlier than the
other copy. This leads me to wonder What is the earliest dated private picture post
card that others may have My earliest Colombia item is dated 24 Sep 1891. It is a
printed post card with an application for a subscription to the weekly magazine,
"Revista Popular de Nueva York." The date is open to question, because it is
franked with the 2 centavos green listed in major catalogs as issued in 1892. It
has a clear strike of the oval Corlev. Nacionales/Popayan date stamp on the face,
but the stamp is tied by a Parana Transito marking with illegible date and there is
no date cn the message side of the card.
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The Editor's Mailbag is actually a large manila envelope in which I put
letters and other potential material for CCPACARTA. President Debby Friedman,
V.P. David Leeds, and a number of other members have been kind enough to send
me filler material which might be of interest to the membership. This
envelope came in very handy for this issue as you can see by the number of
short filler pieces. One of my customers, not yet a CCPAPHIL rifteLer, was kind
enought to furnish the photocopy of the sheet of the Santander MEDIC CENTAVO
surcharges.
I was quite surprised to find a communication from the A.P.S. in today's
July) indicating that an article of mine would appear in the August
American Philatelist. The surprise stems from the fact that I had not yet
gotten around to furnishing the illustrations which were to to a part of it.
I guess the editor, Bill Welch, who is a CCPAPHIL member, has been able to
supp ly the illustrticns either from his collection or with the help of
friends. The text of the article is an edited version of the text of our
CCPAPHIL slide show. Both are designed to call the attention of the other
collectors to the richness of the philately of Colombia and perhaps to
stimulate some of them to decide to specialize in our area.
mail (30

We have received an invitation from the SAND/CAL committee to hold our

I992 general meeting in San Diego. SAND/CAL is planning a special 5-day show
with 930 frames to commemorate the 500th Anniversary of the Landing of
Columbus. All other Latin American specialty groups in the Uhited States have
teen invited to participate. The Tijuana Stamp Club is planning to have a
show at the sane time. The CCPAPHIL Board of Directors will consider this
invitation at its BALPEX meeting.

CLASSIFIED

AD RATES:
Classified per line. One insertion $ .93 Four insertions $1.50.
alsiness card size. One insertion $1.50
Four insertions $5.00.
WANTED: REVENLES, revenue stamped per and documents with revenues. Latin
America, U.S. and world wide needed. Ship insured with asking price or for
(V/-1)
immediate cash offer. W.G. KRNPER, Box 693, Bartow FL 33830
BUYING: Mint Panama Sets. Between 20-251 of Scott catalog price. New River
(VI-1)
Stamps, Box 17062, Plantation FL 33318.
WANTED: Offers of Colombian Express Co. adhesives and covers. Also recent
(1922) and ongoing issues fine used. Dr. C.A. Ross, 46 Grange Hts., Douglas,
Cork, Ireland
(VI-2)

DCPACAVTA BACK ISSUES, 5 volumes complete, $30.00 postpaid (overseas members
$35.00). Single issues postpaid $1.50 (overseas members $2.133). Send checks
to CCPAPHIL, Box 2245, Et Cajon CA 92021.
LCS PRIMEROS SO ADS DE CORREO AERE q EN COLOM3IA, GebaLer & London°.
Softtound, 328 pages. Text in Spanish and English. $16.50 postpaid (overseas
rdierbeers add $3.00). Send check made out to CCPAPHIL to George Mayer, 482
Auburndale Ave. Akron C11 44313.
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COPAPHIL at BALPEX 88
Photos by Mickey Kress

Taking their turns at the COPAPHIL table are (seated, lett to right)
Debby Friedman. president; Gary La Crosse, secretary; Ray Ireson,
newly elected board member; and (standing) Gerard Marque, mail
sales manager.
Alex Rendon, COPAPHIL board member.
stimulated a lively discussion with his presentation, "Columbia and Panama Philatelic
Shenanigans. -

Jim Cross, treasurer and Copacarra editor, led his
audience down Ihe sometimes winding philatelic
trail during his presentation of ''Columbia, Land
or Philatelic Opportunity. -

Among others manning the COPAPHIL lahle were Dave King (left) and
David Leeds, vice president.
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New Memieers(thru 31 October)
Barranquilla
Colombia
231 Bojanic, Nikolas
Apartado Aereo 51090
USA
Baltimore MD 21201
220 Carton, John H.
70ia Washington PI
USA
Emmitsburg MD 21727
221 Cope, Jackson L.
Box 87
Panama 6
Panama
230 De la Osa, Gerardo
Apartado 11Zei
LISA
222X Dixon, Dr. Michael O. Address Lhpublished
USA
Urbana OH 43078
219 Gates, Thomas B.
Sox 224
USA
Washington CC 20044
224 Geraci, Joseph
Box 577
7662 Ellis Ave.
Huntington Beach CA 92658 USA
228 Kenn, Alan
z29 Lloreda, Mauricio
LISA
3506 Porter St NW #202 Washington DC 20016
Coral Gables FL '33134 USA
227 Philley, Eugene
3411 Riviera Dr.
Torrance CA 93505
USA
2575 W. 234th St.
226 Pineros, Antonio J.
Grasonville MD 21638 USA
Rt 1 Box M
223 Ransom, Gene M. Jr.
USA
218 Sarno, Allen E.
Box 45154 Univ. Sta.
Seattle WA 98105
USA
566 Williamsburg Lane Odenton MD 21113
25 Trudell, John N.
USA
Tyler TX 75703
811 Cedar Creek
217 Wrenn, Christopher

Address Chances
093 Benedetti, Eloy S.
150 Carbonell, Victoria
185 qvrebo, Clark L.
C68 Restrepo, William
128 Venegas, Luis M.
154 Wasz, B. Bruce

Box 58e1213
1825 S. Ocean Dr. #308
917 Jupiter Rd.
Apartado Aereo 873
2670 Ravenoaks PI NE
301 N. Beauregard #107

Panama
Panama
Hallandale FL 33009
USA
USA
Edmond OK 73034
Colombia
Medellin
USA
Marietta GA 30362
USA
Alexandria VA 22312

Dromed Non-Payment of Cues
120 Freid, Robert A.
122 Austin, Lawrence E.
198 Gatons, Paul K.
C)7 Ball, Bruce W.
153 Grigore, Julius Jr.
C10 Blanz, Erwin J. Jr.
100 Hahn, Richard
196 Chatfield, Michael
040 Hiersema, We R.
086 Fairtie, Michael J.
C43 Jones, Icy
199 Fetcher, Henry O.

201
164
096
174
175
155

Ludwig, Mark A.
Millett, Richard
Oteiza, Eduardo
Pelaez, Eugenio M.
Pinedo, Morris W.
Toro, Felipe

Collecting interests of new members are shown on the memtership roster
inclosed with this issue. The following members have made a gift of at least
$5.eg and are recognized as contributing members for this membership year:
Alan Anycn
Michael Barie
Eloy Benedetti
Rudolph Crespo
Michael Dixon

George 1-Unsberger
Raul Jimenez
Jairo London()
Wolfgang Klein
Sam Lainoff

Anthony Marks
Eugene Philtey
William Pestrepe
Robert Sheck
Ray Simrak

Finn Stjernholck
William Walton
Bill Welch
Christopher Wrenn

Librarian Bob D'Elia attended the Prague International Exhibition. He
reported that there many excellent Latin American Exhibits, but no Panama
exhibits. Due to the conflict with cur general meeting at BALPEX, there were
no Colombia exhibits by U.S. members, but Colombia was well represented by:
Jury Class:
Competitive:

Hugo Goggel. "Classic Colombia 1863-1870."
Brigitte Kaplan. 'Colombia, 19th Century Staw,.
Jairo bond:no T. "Estados Unidoe de Colombia, 1866-1883."
Augusto Reined°. "Estado Soterano de Antiocuia."
Bernd Sander. "Colombia SCADTA."
Felipe Toro. 'SCADTA, Consular Overprints."
-25-
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Our West Coast regional reeting is being planned for WESTPEX which will
to held in San Francisco during April. Details of the meeting will be
published in the next issue. Meanwhile, as you will see from her letter,
President Debby Friedman will prcccnt a program in February at SANDICAL in
San Diego.
There have been no reports from Study Circles during the quarter.

FPCM THE PPESILENT'S DESK
"Latin America Front and Center at BALFEX". That Linn's headline was
acknowledgement for all to read of what those of you who attended already
knew. For members who were unable to attend, details of the many Colombia and
Panama exhibits and activities are provided in this issue of COPACARTA. I
enjoyed having the uppurtunity to meet many members for the first time and
renew old acluaintances at the show.
I also want to take this uwartunity to thank all of you who exhibited
and/or helped staff our table for contributing to the great success of the
event. I want to thank Alex Rendon for his willingness to participate in two
programs at BALPEX despite the demands put on him as a show judge. Dr. Norman
Hubbard and Alex Pendon deserve special thank you for their spectacular Court
of Honor exhibits. As a result of the show, I am sure many collectors have a
new appreciation for the collecting possibilities in Latin America.
BALPEX 1 88 will be a tough act to follow, but 1 hope it will come to be
the first of a long string of successful events. The Board of Directors has
decided to arrange for another major meeting/exhibition in I990. As soon as
something definite has been worked cut, details will be published in
CCFACARTA. It is not too earl y to start thinking about working on an exhibit
for 1990. To that end, the Board has decided to have our second one frame
mail competition in 1989. Further information will be included in CCPACARTA
next year. While on the subject of the Board, welcome to new Board member Ray
Ireson.
We will continue whenever possible to schedule programs or get togethers
at national shows in the United States or overseas. If any member is willing
to coordinate such a meeting, please contact me, preferably at least four
months before the show. This should allow adequate time for arrangements and
publicity.
SANDICAL '89 will be the site of the first 1989 COPAPHIL program. It
will take place Saturday, February 11, 1989 at 3:15 P.M. at the San Diego
Conyea-Ition Center. I will speak on 'Colombia, Some Neglected Aspects: and
look forward to seeing some of our west coast perters.
Our sixth and largest mail bid sale has now been completed and can only
be described as a success. Prices realized are included with this issue.
'-.3'erard Marque has We a remarkable job and deserves a vote of thanks for a
difficult jot well done. The mail bid sale is a valuable member benefit and
successful sales help keep our annual dues low. It yod have never done so, do
Donsider consigning and/or bidding in the next sale.
Debby Friedran
-26-
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Our third general arLershipp meeting is now history. This is the first
meeting where CDPAPHIL has sponsored exhibits of Colombian and Panamanian
philatic material and members responded with 98 exhibit frames, as well as
three exhibits of other areas. A total of 30 members signed the guest book. at
cur booth including seven new members who joined during the snow. Overseas
members attending included Brian Moorhouse and George Maier. Alex Pendell and
new inkier, Michael Dixon, were judges.
BALPEX as usual was well attended, although the crowds were somewhat
smaller than I remember from previous shows. On the first day, Nbrman HUbbard
conducted a walk-through of his courteof-hcnor exhibits which include some of
the classic rarities of the first issues of Colombia and Panama. His talk was
taped and other members used the tape while viewing the exhibit. Jim Cross
showed the COPAPH/L slide show to about a dozen members and guests.
A number of members and their families, a total of 24 persons, had an
informal dinner at the Hunt Valley Szechwan restaurant on Saturday evening.
The food was good, if not Latin, and we all enjoyed the leisurely meal that
left abundant time for conversation.
The Board of Directors held a breakfast meeting Sunday at which a number
of items of business were acted upon. All officers were reelected for
another two year term. Ray Ireson was appointed to the Board to replace
Jerrold Bodoff and was appointed to audit cur financial records for the first
5 ysars. The Board decided not to offer Life Merterships at this time, but to
allow freeLers to prepay dues for two years in advance. It adopted the budget
proposed by the Treasurer and discussed guidelines for purchases for the
CCPAPHIL Library. It directed the Treasurer to retain all records of COPAPHIL
pending future decisions on a records retention policy. It decided to accept
the offer of SANDICAL EXPO to hold the 1992 general meeting at that show in
San Diego and to explore the availability of a Florida site for the 1990
general meeting. Finally, it discussed the mail bid sales with the Sales
Manager. The main problem discussed was the submission of lots with
unreasonably high minimum bids. The Sales Manager was directed not to accept
lots unless he is satisfied that the minimum bid is reasonable. The general
membership meeting was held ireediately after the Board Meeting and many of
these same items were discussed with the members present.
Alex Rendon's talk was very well attended. The presentation was
informal, but Alex made a number of serious points. The gist of his
presentation on Michelson and Curtis was that both of these individuals were
actively seeking Colombian stamps in 1893 and government officials and the
printer were only to happy to cblige them. He feels that since John Myer took
only scattered notes of the correspondence between William Curtis and Lucius
Hubbard and this correspondence is no longer available, it will never be
possible to determine exactly what took place. Since the unissued material
marketed by Curtis and Michelson can be identified, he suggested that the
matter be put to rest and that we get on with research into other aspects of
Colombian and Panamanian philately. He pointed out a number of other areas,
including some 20th century areas where little is as yet known and made 3 plea
for merters to get involved in research themselves. He also sparked a
controversy by stating his opinion that ancillary material such as revenue
steeps and revenue stamped per should not be included in stamp shows.
Webers who exhibit such material made a spirited defense of their position.
' -77-
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I did not attend the awards banquet, so I cannot report on it, but the
list of award winners is giver at the end of the article. The Hunt Valley Inn
made a very nice Hospitality Suite available to us and most of the members
present got together for snacks, conversation and some selling and trading cn
both Saturday and Sunday evenings after the show closed.
Our Monday morning session, 'Ask the Experts," was also well attended
a-id members present posed a number of questions, all of which our experts were
able to respond to. Howard Frome has resumed work on his drawings of Tolima
manuscript cancels and added a number of drawings during the show.
Following is a list of rtritrs exhibits with awards won.
CCUPT CF 1-0121R
Norrar 1-btbard
Colombia 1859-1860. Panama -- The 1878 Issue.
Alex Rendon
Colombia 1868-1876.
BALPEX LLD
Karl Anttila
Debby Friedman

David Leeds
George Maier

Ecuador, The First 6 Second Issues, 1865-1872,
The Postal Cards of Colombia.
"PANAMANIA"--A Century of Panama Philately Up to the 1930 1 s.
Postal History of the Audiencia of Onto During the Real
Renta de Correo, 1769-I822.

BALPEN VEPPE/L
Nicolas Follwsbee The Insured Letter Stamps of Colombia. The Cubiertas of
the National Post and the State Post of Colombia.
The Panama Canal Story.
Ray Irescr
Gene Scott
A Study of the Stamps of Tolima.
Gene Scott
A Study of the St.i
of Anticquia; Plating, Per Varieties,
Coellations, Reprints and Forgeries.
Finn Stjernholok Panama Postal Stationery Up to 1939.
Bill Welch
Revenue Stews of Colombia, 1858-1933.
French East Africa, 1892-1977; Covers Postal Stationery.
George Mayer
BALPEX S/LVER
Bill Bartlett

SCADTA: The Development of Colombian Airmail. Airmail
Services in Colombia & Ecuador by SCADTA 1920-1940.

E.W.C. Harris

The 14w4a3alr (Combined} Air Mail Labels & Hand Stal lie of

Henry Madden

Colombia.
The Colonial Paper Sellado of the Audiencia de Quito,
1640-1822.

BALFEX S/LVER-BRONZE
Larry Crain
Search for Et Dorado.
Colombia 1886-1904, Stamp & Postal History.
Jim Cross
Nicholas Foitansbee The Aden States, 1937-1947.
J. Thompson
Fourth (1923) "SCADTA" Issue of Colombia. Stamps & Covers.
Karl Anttila won the APS Medal of Excellence Pre-1900 and the FIAP
Award. E.W.C. Harris won the A.P.S. Research Award. George Maier won the
BALFEX Postal History Trcphy. Debby Friedman won the CCPAPH/L Award for
Colombia and the LPSS Marcus White Award. David Leeds won the COPAPHIL Award
for Panama. Finn Stjernholck wan the LPSS First Certificate.
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In late August enroute to the Prague International Stamp Exhibition, I
paid a brief visit to the library of the Royal Philatelic Society of London.
The main purpose of the visit was to get a feel for the library's holdings of
Panama and Colombia literature. Although the staff was extremely cooperative,
the material available proved to be quite diserinninting. As far as I could
determine in the short time available, the only bound periodical was Bogota
FiLatelico #1-29. inter~ tingly, no copies of the MUseo Medellin Bulletin or
Fil-Ba were noted, even in the miscellaneous files. The latter, however,
ccntained odd numbers of various Colombian journals for the 1880e1906 period.
Most of these appear to contain little of value and many are in very fragile
condition, In the Panama area, the only item noted was:
Dumont, G.A.L., General. Extrait du Bulletin di Philateiistes. 'Panama Essai
Sur ses Timbres Poste Surcharges (1903-1908).'
If any member can donate a copy of the above article, it will be
appreciated. To date many members have donated photocopies of their exhibits
and studies. In most cases, these represent the leading edge of philatelic
study and provide invaluable reference sources for our members. Donations of
photocopies of the exhibits at Prague by our merters would be especially
appreciated.
The following donations have been received.
1, EXFILBO 88 BULLETINS 1-3. (The first 2 are #'s 33 & 31 of Bogota
Filatelico). Courtesy of Jairo London°. These are the first issues of this
fine publication since 1980 and we hope our friends in Colombia will continue
to produce additional issues in the future.
2. BOGOTA FILATELICO. 12 issues including #'s 15 and 23, previously missing
from our tiles. FIL-BA #'s 39, 45-46, 93 and 53-54. COLOMBIA FILATELICO #'s
4 & 5. Provided by Rodrigo Uribe, librarian of the Club Filatelico de Bogota,
along with useful information on the number of issues of various publications.
3. PANAMA PRICE LISTS, #'s 1-9elimelete from George McCarty. These contain
much valuable information on varieties, cancels, covers, etc.
4. PANAMA, Scott #260. Photocopy of sheet with doubled overprint. Courtesy
of Gary Fentress.
A stock of back issues of COPACARTA and the remaining stook of the
Colombian Airmail FiErrimck have been transferred to the library.
REL I CA T / DNS AVAILABLE
(Make checks payable to COPAPHIL)

COPACARTA BACK ISSUES, 5 volumes complete, $30.00 postpaid (overseas neuters
$35.00). Volumes II, IV or V $6.00 ea. postpaid (overseas members $7.25).
(Single copies should be ordered according to the library rules).
LOS FR/MEROS 50 Ai CG DE CCRREO AEREO EN CCLOW3IA, Gebauer & London°.
Softly-And, 326 pages. Text in Spanish and English. $16.50 postpaid (overseas
members $19.50).
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THE BARFIMUILLA NAD CALI U.S. POSTAL AGETLIFS

by Alex Rendon
The two most misunderstood United States Postal Agencies are those that
existed in Barranquilla and Cali in Colombia. They were both air mail sorting
facilities and both were created because of scheduled changes in air mail
flights to and from Miami and points along the western coast of South America.
In both caDm the Agencies did not sell or cancel st duus, or accept
mail. Registered mail, however, was backstamped and this is the only mail
that ca.. ' be identified as having been handled by either agency. Exam p les of
mail processed by these Agencies is sought by collectors of U.S. Postal
Agencies, by Canal Zone collectors (because the Cali Agency was put under the
jurisdiction of the Canal Zone Post Office) and by collectors of Colombian air
post because both agencies are a part of Colombian postal history.
BARRMUILLA. The office started sorting mail July 19; 1936, and the
last sorting took place July 14, 1937. For the first sorting (first tour) and
since the Agency's handstamps had not been received from Washington, the
clerk's personal handstamps were used as emergency devices for backstaming.
The two clerks were Mr. Parris and Mr. Steinhart„ but only Mr. Parrish's
device is known used (Fig 1).
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Cover with Personal Handstamp of U.H. Parrish, USDA, Barranquilla

The regular double-circle handstamps were received in time for use on
the second tour of duty on July 22 (Fig 2) and they saw continuous use until
the Agency's last tour on July 14, 1937. For further and more detailed
information on the history of the Barranquilla Agency, I recommend the article
by Mr. George W. Brett in the 21st American Philatelic Congress Bock (1955).
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Figure 2 - Cover showing COS of USPA, Barranquilla.
CALI. Although the Barranquilla Agency had reported directly to the
Post Office Department in Washington, when the Cali Agency was set up,
Washington decided it could not afford to man it, and instructed the Canal
Zone Post Office to do so, in effect putting the Agency under the jurisdiction
of the Canal Zone Post Office. The first tour took place Septerrter 2, 1940
and the last one on January 31, 1942. Just as in Barranquilla, registered
mail received a Bauble-circle handstamp (figure 3). For additional
information on this agency, please read Laws al P. Entwistle's article in the
..anal Zone Philatelist, Whole *66, First Quarter 1983.
Both agencies were issued "MISSENT TO..." handstamps. This marking is
known used in Cali, but not in Barranquilla. In order to pre p are a census of
covers processed by these agencies, I would appreciate xeroxes of the front
and back of any covers readers might have. Send to: Alex Rendon, Box 323,
Massapequa Park N.Y. 11762.

Figure 3 - Part of Reverse of Over showing (..0 of U.S.P.A. Cali
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CLASS VII - UNDATED TOWN RAMSTAJWS 1859-1904
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Undated town hardstamps continued to be used in some towns throughout
the period. After the adoption of postage stamps, the word FRANCA on the
cancellatice was redundant and it was soon dropped by the majority of the
towns. At first, existing handetamee were modified by deleting the words
"FRANCA" or "CEBE". These can easily be recognized, because the town name is
not centered in the oval. 24 markings have been reported thus far, including
Cote and Socorro on stamps of the 1859 issue. Later, new hardstarps were used
with the town name centered. 22 handstaeps have been reported with a single
oval border, 11 with a double oval border, 3 with an oval with an eyeglass
pattern, and Bogota with the ornamental "pearl" oval. 22 hardstamps have beer
reported with straight line markings including the single initial "F" which
was probably Facatativa. 5 hardstamps have been reported with rectangular
borders and three with the name in a circle. 26 handstages have Lee reported
with town neees and various additional text, such as "ADMON.SLECIA DE HDA
NAL.", "E.E.U.U. DE COLOWIA/CORREOS NACIONALES", etc. A total of 114
markings in this class have been reported. The postal markings study circle
has been working on drawings of these markings as its first priority and the
work in progress will be published in 03PACARTA so that other members may
contribute.
MANUSCRIPT MARKINGS

Manuscript cancellation of stamps was authorized by postal regulations.
The town name was usually written on the stamp and did not tie the stamp to
the cover. A few markings include a date, usually the year only. Thus far a
manuscript marking is the only marking that has beer reported on 19th century
stamps of the national government frem 56 towns, a handsterp is the only
marking reported from 29 towns and both types of markings have been reported
from 72 towns. After 19044 when the national postal service expanded to serve
towns formerly served by departmental postal services, additional manuscript
markings are known trim some of these towns.
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CLASS VIII - DATE STAMPS CF THE UNITED STATES OF 01.14,1PIA
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The Medellin post office used a rectangular dated receiving. stamp in the
ere-stamp period and this marking is known on early covers and has been soon
on lore stares of the early issues. However, the earliest date stamp known
is the Nov 3, 1971 marking of Colon shown eve. The inscription Admix' S. de
HAC. NAC. stands for Administracion Subalterna de Hacienda Nacional. For
about a decade, the post office was part of the Treasury Department. The 1977
report of the Director General de Correcs indicated that twelve post offices
were principal administrations, and 128 subordinate achinistrations.
Date
staeee of a standard design were used by a large fluffier of these
ack»inistations. They are 28ure in diameter with an inner circle 23mm. in
diameter. Between the circles they are inscribed "ACNUN S1.&4A de HAODA" at
the top and the town name at the bottom. The date is in the center in the
lines. These were used by both principal and subordinate achinistrations.
Thus far 30 different towns have been reported. The earliest date is Nov 11
1871 from Medellin and the latest is May 15 1663 from Cucuta, although a
strike with an illegible date from Pamplona has been found on a stem of the
1886 issue, When the use of these handstarps was discontinued, many towns
apparently reverted to using undated town name handstarym which are fairly
carmen en stamps of the 1883 issue. Date stamps of non-standard designs have
been r eorted from Bogota, Barranquilla, Panama and Colon during the United
States of Celombia period.
CLASS IX - OVAL DATE STAM PS OF THE FIEPUBLIC OF COLOMB/A

At some time after the 1886 Constitution which changed the name of the
country to the Republic of GoIcmbia, oval harldttamps of a carmen design came
into use in many towns. They are inscribed CORRECS NACIONALES at the top and
the town name at the bottom with a single line date in the middle usually of
the pattern MMM DD reef. The size and type styles used in the text differ.
34 different hardstays have been reported of which 20 have been seen on a
cover or postal card. Reported handstarps include 3 types from Cali and 2
each from Bucaramanga, Manizales and Medellin. The earliest reported date of
use is Jan 8 1889 from Chocionta and the latest is Nov 7 1894 from Medellin.
On many of the covers the date steep is struck on the envelope and the stamp
is cancelled with a kilter of the type used in the QFACARTA masthead. Oval
date stamps with different text are known from Bogota and Buenaventura, the
latter used from 1886.
-33-
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CLASS X - 0 ► 41,4 TYPE CIPC.ULAP DATE STAMPS WITH A FLOWER KILLED

Oval date st f...e of Class IX were replaced by a c WU] type of duplex
CDS with a stylized flower killer. The COS is 32m. in diameter with a double
outer circle, inscribed CaUVREOS NACIONALES at the top and the town name at the
bottom. The style and size of the type used for the text varies. The date is
in three lines usually in the pattern MMM/DD/YYYY. The distance from the ODS
to the killer varies from 2.5mm. to 6nn. 39 of these markings are known from
33 towns. 32 are known on covers, postal cards or cubiertas. The earliest
date reported is Nov 1 1893 from Neiva and the latest is Feb 15 1934 from
Manizales. 6 of these markings show the name of the department in parenthesis
after the town name. The earliest of these is Mompos(Bolivar) May 15 1899. 5
of the 6 are known to have replaced a previous version with the town name
only. The Bogota postal administration used other duplex datesteuve with this
killer, but with different text at the top.
CLASS XI - PECTANCULAR DATE STAMPS

GENERAL DE CORREOS
IPOGOTA.

Cameos Nacionales

DI C 13 1889

JUN27 1904

AN 1.1 LA DA..
D JFfr

1' de Js Seree416"-'

•

BARBACOAS

ANION. VIAL. de C. NAL (3.

A NUFEBie,...
LA DA
HONDA=

e generally came into use after 1990, except
Large rectangular date star{
for one type which is known from Socorro on Jul 1 1892, from Anapoima in 1894
and from Buga in 1898 and for another used by the Administration General de
Correos in Bogota as early as Dec 13 1889. Thus far seven types have been
reported, 3 with double borders, 1 with a single border and 3 without a
border. The text of each type varies. The number of examples of the 7 types
reported thus far is 6, 9, 2, 4, 1, 1, and 1 for a total of 24. 12 of these
have been reported on a cover or postal card.
CLASS XII - OTHER CIRCULAR DATE STAMPS, 1886-1904
A total of 51 non-standard circular date stamps have I i i seen on stews
of Colombia from 1886-1904. A large majority, 39, of these are from towns in
Panama found on the issues of Colombia for use in Panama. These have been
illustrated in the Entwistle & Arosemena articles in COPACARTA. The others
are from Cartagena (7), Barranquilla (4) and Bogota (1). While Cartagena is
known to have used handstamps of Classes IX and X, none of the cultural type
handsterpe of Classes VIII-XI have been reported from Barranquilla.
-34-
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RAPEFMAKEPS' WATERMARKS ON THE COLOYEIA 1908 Is SE
by Kenneth Rowe

A number of earlier writers (Barron, Studd, etc.) have commented briefly
on the watermarks found on this issue. One writer estimated that only one
stamp in SZO could be found showing parts of the various watermarks.
According to Studd, they can be found on the I, 2 and 10 centavos
values, but for practical purposes, it is only on the 2 centavos, with its
multiple printings, that they exist in sufficient quantity to be studied.
A review of the various articles disclosed that the Published
information was not completely accurate and I therefore decided to reconstruct
the watermarks found on 135 storm and two part-sheets in r' own collection.
Unfortunately, the part sheets showed only one of the "seahorse" devices at
the edge of the sheet with none of the lettering.
For those readers who are interested in the process, all the single
stamps and pairs were examined with the Morley-Bright "Roll-A-Tector" to
select items showing portions of the various watermarks which overlapped with
each other. These impressions were copied on a copying machine and the
complete watermark reconstructed like a mosaic. From the mosaic, the complete
watermark was traced in india ink on drafting per to produce the
illustrations for this article.
During this process, the three major watermarks reported in the
literature were reconstructed in exact size as follows:Type I

- Large Seahorse
Type II
- Small Seahorse
Tyoe III
- Serif Capitals
Barron reported a fourth watermark which he interpreted as

"SCHRIFTMASCHHINEN", but this is wrong. The spelling is "SCHREIBMASCHINEN"
(i.e., typewriter) and it probably forms part of a larger design.
I am of the opinion that it is the center word of a three-word second
line to Type III. This is reinforced by the existence of a pair of stamps
which show the lower parts of the letters "HER &" and the top of a script
initial letter which could be either "L" or S. One other piece showing the
end of one word and the elaborate initial letter of another may also form part
of this watermark. I have bracketted those parts of the illustration that I
can confirm and I would be pleased to hear from collectors who can add to our
knowledge. I have called this mark, Type IIIA, until we can establish the
complete design. The use of typewriter per for printing strlys is certainly
unusual and probably contributed to the scarcity of Type III and III A.
Fragments of other watermarks can also be found which do not fit in with
the known designs and are difficult to depict in their fragmentary state. All
of the types can be found normal, reversed, inverted, inverted reversed,
vertical end horizontal. The following quantities of watermarked stamps were
found in the study, all on the 2 centavos stamp:
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Type I
Type II
Type III
Type IIIA
Misc.
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70
(52%)
37 + 2 Part Sheets (27%)
(13%)
18
3
( 2%)
7
( 5%)
135

The illustrations are e.),act size. Overall dimensions are plus or minus
a-m. horizontally and Irm. vertically. I hope they will to useful to other
cslleotors %ten studying this issue.
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U S. POSTAI. AGENCY, FA) I
by Jim Cross

The Bostonia Branch of the El Cajon Post Office, zip code 92021, is a
medium-sized office which usually has three window clerks on duty. Between
rry business mail and the COPAPHIL correspondence, I as a regular customer and
when they are not too busy I sometimes show them scene of the more interesting
items of Colombian philately that are included in articles in COPACARTA. A
few months ago, one of them suggested that I interview his father, Moises De
la Pet7a, a retired Canal Zone postal employee living in Sae Diego. The
reason; Mr. de la Pefa was one et the clerks who staffed the U.S. Postal
Agency, Cati. I hastened to act on his suggestion and David Lees and I spemt
an interesting two hours with him one afternoon in September.
When the agency was initially evened it was staffed by H. Vinteee
Steinhart (clerk-in--charge), Kenneth Zipoerer and George Hail. Steinhart had
beeel clerk-in-charge of the U.S. Postal Agency, Barranquilla and was chosen
tecause of this experience. After several months Zipperer asked to be
reassigned and in February 1940 Mr. De la Pea was assigned as his
replacement. Within a few weeks, however, Zipperer returned to Call and
replaced Steinhart as clerk-in-charge.
De la Pena confirms the physical setup described by Entwistle, except
that the trip to the airport tcck somewhat longer than four minutes. The
Agency was located in a rather small first floor office in a multi-story
building in downtown Cali. All of the employees were single and took room and
board in pensions located near the office. Salaries of the 3 clerks ranged
from $233-$300 per month, which was considered a very adequate salary at the
time. There were no special lodging or per diem ailowances.
The task of the agency was to sort the mails brought in by the PANAGRA
flights which stopped over at Cali for the night. For northbound flights this
meant opening all pouches directed to the U.S. airmail facility at Miami.
Mail in these pouches was sorted by major towns and smaller towns were sorted
by the nearest U.S. airmail facility. New pouches were then made up for each
of these destination's airmail facilities. Figures cited by Entwistle from
the reports in the Canal Zone archives indicate that a typical deity dispatch
was several thousand ordinary airmail letters and 4210-930 registered piecee.
The registered mail generated the bulk of the workload. Each piece had
to be checked in and then sorted by destination post office. For towns having
3 or more pieces of registered mail a registered dispatch was made. This
consisted of listing the items on a multi-copy receipt form and placing them
with the receipts in a large dispatch envelope addressed to the destination
post office. These envelopes were sealed with wax with an impressed seal.
Each piece of registered mail ha-Idled was handstaaped with the circular date
stamp of the U.S. Postal Agency, Call. While all of the clerks could perform
any of the cities of the agency, processing the registered mail was De la
Pefia's main assignment.
, The most important previously unreported information furnished by De

la

Peha is that a significant portion of the northbound mail, perhaps as much as

half, originated not in South America, but in Central and Eastern Europe.
When war broke cut in Europe in September 1939, direct airmail service from

Germany and Italy to the United States was interrupted. Mail from these and
several other European countries was sent via Africa to Brazil or Argentina
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and then flown to the United States. As far as can be determined, markings of
the U.S. Postal Agency, Cali on mail from these countries have not been
reported in the literature, possibly because no one has looked for them.
The volume of mail to be worked on southbound flights was less, since
much of the mail was already in direct pouches for destination countries.
There were, however, mixed pouches which had to be opened and processed.
According to De la Pea, during the early months the 3 clerks had difficulty
keeping up with the workload and often worked as many as 80 hours per week.
Later, after Zipperer had met with postal authorities in Washington, some of
the paperwork of the agency was reduced and the work generally went smoothly
thereafter.
De la Pea recalls that the agency had a number of hardstamps, used on
damaged and misdirected mail, but cannot recall ehether these included the
name of the U.S. Postal Agency, Cali. Entwistle reported that the marking
"Missent to U.S. Postal / Agency, Cali, Colombia" is known on one cover.
Colombian postal authorities in Cali dispatched mail on the Panagra flights,
but this mail was not handled at all by the U.S. Postal Agency. The agency
used a special pouch to communicate with the Canal Zone postal authorities.
The agency sent in its reports and requisitions and the employees also used it
to send personal letters. There were no Canal Zone stars at the Agency, but
an letters to the U.S. these were affixed when the pouch reed Cristobal.
The return pouches brcight in supplies, pay checks, and special items, "such
as an occasional box of cern flakes or other necessity" which mould not be
obtained in Cali. De la Pena could recall no serious problems or incidents
while he was at the agency. The east annoying circumstance was the prevelance
of mosquitos in the office and the lack of hot water at the pension.
Not all northbound nail was worked at Cali Wring the period when the
agency was open. Sometimes, because of weather conditions, the planes
overflew Cali and stopped in the Canal Zone instead. In this case, the mail
was processed there. Thus it should be possible to find occasional transiting
registered mall bearing Canal Zone markings during the period that the Cali
agency was in operation. In De la Pefia's opinion, the elimination of the mail
from Europe after the United States entered the war was an additional reason
for closing the agency besides those mentioned by Entwistle which included the
imposition of censorship, the restriction of transmission of weather
information and the increased workload in the Canal Zone Post Offices.
De la P6Ra's father was born in Spain, but immigrated to Cuba before it
became independent. He was one of the Cuban Sanitary Inspectors employed by
Dr. Gorges in Havana in 1900 and then went to the U.S. to study. He met the
his future wife while performing a sanitary inspection of her family's home in
Havana. When Dr. Gorgas came to the Canal Zone, the elder Eta la Porta was one
of his assistants. He brought his fiancee from Cuba and they received the
first marriage license issued in Cristobal, February 8, 1925. Moises was born
en April 27th, 1913 in Ancon, the date of the first interocean flight by
Robert Fowler. His mother said that she watched Fowler's plane from her
hospital window_ In 1938 when Fowler came to Panama for the 25th anniversary
of the flight, he brought some cacheted covers corrernorating the event to be
cancelled in the Ancon post office where De la Pena was working. Upon
learning that De la Pena had been born on the day of the flight Fowler had him
autograph about ten cf the covers. Not being a collector, De la Pena did not
keep any for himself. During World War II De la Pefla was a Canal Zone censor.

His number appears in the list published by the Canal Zone Study
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THE F IF-::T rIfiFTH P.PEP !CAN " TPA?' r_.:CfCt iT IF•NTAL FL ITT
to Jim Cross

The interview with Moises de Is Petra, published elsewhere in this issue,
sailed my attention to the fact that this ',:ear is the 75th anniversary of the
the flight of Robert G. Fowler from !Dwane to Colon which took place on April
27 , 1913. David Leeds, who accompanied me on the interview, furnished
photocopies of two of the covers prepared by Fowler to commemorate the 25th
anniversary of the flight in 1938, which are illustrated on the following
page.
- ewler was one of America's pioneer aviators, tot his accomplishments
win him a large amount of fame. He is not rentioned at all in many of
did
the recent works on aviation history, tut I was able to find SCIT,= information
abcet him In older works.
In 1911 a number of aviators attempted flights across the United States
spurred by the offer of a $50,030 prize by William Randolph Hearst for the
first aviator to successfully complete a coast to coast flight in 30 days.
Fowler was actually the first aviator to enter the contest departing from San
Francisco on September 11 and completing the trip to Auburn, CA. the first day.
The second day he attempted the crossing of the Sierras via Emigrant Pass, but
his plane had engine trouble and he crashed near Alta, CA damaging the
propeller. Repairs to the plane tock 12 days after which he again attempted
the mountain crossing. While the pass is about 7803 feet, he needed to climb
to 3tr)ut 8500 feet to have altitude for maneuvering in the mountains. He
found that his engine did not have enough power to lift the plane to that
altitude. He made a second attempt and actually got in sight of the summit,
but was unable to complete the crossing and had to abandon the attempt by that
route.
Fowler decided to try a more Southern route and departed from Lcs
Angeles on October 19, 1911. He encountered mechanical difficulties enroute,
as did all other entrants in the race to claim the prize, and finally arrived
in lacksenville FL on January 8, 1912. While the trip did not win the prize
,:none of the entrants was able to corplete the trip in 1911), it was the first
wist to east crossing of the Lhited States by airplane.
Fowler was not the first aviator to set his eyes on crossing the Isthmus
of Panama by airplane. In 1912 aviator Ja eS H. Hare had arrived on the
Isthmus with a plane owned by Robert Collier. However, after surveying the
route, he found no suitable airstrips and especially no suitable emergency
landing strips and so abandoned the attempt.
Fowler arrived on the isthmus on April 7, 1913 with a hydroplane,
accompanied by a movie camenanan. His progress was reported in nine
dispatches published in the New York. Times between April 8th and 28th. On
April 12th he made a test flight from Panama to Corozal and then circled over
Old Pa era before returning to land in Parama Bay. On April l€th he made
another trial flight and announced that he would attempt to cross the Isthmus
the following day. However, he had to cancel this flight due to contrary
winds. On April 18th he tried again, but waves damag ed a wing and he was
unable to take off. It took a week to repair this damage and on April 25th he
made two more teeL flights, the first over the city and the second over the
fortifications at Fort Amador followed the path of the canal as far as Pedro
Miguel.
-39-
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FinaLly at 9:45 A.M. on April 27th he took off, circled the city and
the canal entrance and headed for Colon. The flight lasted only 55 minutes.
However, Fowler encountered 25mph headwinds which caused him to use more gas
than expected and his motor stopped as he was over Colon. He was able to
coast to a landing in Cristobal harbor, damaging one of his pontoons when he
hit a reef.
Two of the covers prepared by Fowler on his 19'38 trip are shown on the
opposite page. Both are franked with Panama stamps and bear the return
address of Pan American Airways in New York. They were cancelled by a Panama
machine cancellation and bear a Colon handstamp. One of the addressees is
Ceneral H.H. (Hap) Arnold, another aviation pioneer who went on to command the
US. Air Force in World War II.
The De la Pena interview indicates that
Fcy ler also had some of his commemorative covers cancelled in the Canal Zone.
David Leeds would be interested in hearing from anyone who can furnish
information ebout them. Does anyone know of a cover with Moises' autograph?
One aftermath of Fowler's flight was a concern for the defense of the
Panama Canal from aerial reccnaissance. President Wilson issued an Executive
Order specifically forbidding further canal overflights. Have any readers
seen a showing of the movies taken on Fowler's flights?

A LETTER FROM YOUR SALES HANAUER_

I yobuld like to thank all members participating in our mail bid sales as
consignors or bidders. Except for some new memberz, the names are always the
same. Only about 13% of our members make use of the chance to sell duplicates
and about 15% bid on lots. I cannot imagine that all the rest have all album
spaces filled.

When you participate as a consignor or bidder, please read all of the
instructions. Some consignors make It so easy for me that the only thing for
me to do is to get their lots into the proper catalog sequence. For some
others, I have to do all the work. Please separate your lots and indicate how
much you expect for each lot. Tell me if you want unsold lots held for the
next sale. When shipping lots, take it easy with scotch tape!
I will accept lots for mail bid sales at any time. The next sale will
be in the spring of 1989. The full rules for consignors were last published
in OYACARTA Volume V, Number 1 on page 9. Anyone wanting a copy before they

are next printed can send me a SASE. I will happily accept lots designated as
donations to CORAPHIL.
Bidders - please follow the bidding increments listed and meet important
mail your bids early, especially when you want additional information and/or
photocopies. As you know the postal service has only one speed - slow. I do
try to help everybody, but the last day before the deadline has only 24 hours.
I am the middle man and I want both consignors and bidders to be treated
fairly. When I do not hear any complaints, I an happy. Should you have any
complaints or suggestions for improving the sales, do let me know. Good luck
to everyone on the next sale. Your sales manager,

Gerard Marque
-41-
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Certainly the subject most on the minds of the U.S. stamp collecting
cormunity is the new Scott catalog prices. Announced by Scott as an attempt
to align catalog prices with actual market prices, it has drawn almost
universal denunciation from stamp dealers, especially those who deal in the
British Colom.Niwealth countries where major price reductions were the rule in
the 1989 Scott Volume I. Many dealers are refusing to accept the catalog and
an continuing to price their material based upon 1998 catalog prices. It
will Le interesting to see what action Scott will take in the 1990 catalog and
whether this incident will have a permanent effect on their catalog sales.
Your editor believes that while catalog publishing is probably best left
in the hands of private business, the determination of whatshould be listed
and what values should be assigned to stria- s is of too much importance to
dealers and collectors alike to be left to private decisions. Changes and
corrections to the listings in light of research findings MUST be made if the
catalogs are to serve philately and postponement We to "cost considerations'
is not acceptable. OYAPHIL received a request to assist Scott with Colombia
and Panama pricing last year, tut our conditionally affirmative reply pointed
out the need for revisions in catalog listings in return. We have heard
no more from them.
The other Scott volumes are now available and it is apparent that the
new policy was not applied to the Latin American countries. Analysis of the
changes in Volumes /I and III reveals that there has been very tittle change.
The most price revisions were made in Guatemala and Haiti and were mostly
downward, but in general I would agree that the material changed was probably
overpriced. Changes in the other L.A. countries affected only a small
percentage of the i qaes and can best De described as 'fine-tuning" with
somewhat more advances than reductions in values overall.
Changes in Colombia affected only 15 it
on the Fil-Param better items
list. A third of these were items from the C38-050 set which was reduced
cut 151 from $202.75 to $172.40 mint.
I can find only one change in
Panama, reduction of 2I2a, the inverted center error of the 1915 20 centavos
commen.)orative from $600 to $4013.
Matt Bennett's BALPEX auction had only one item of interest to CCPAPHIL.
A fret h VF lightly hinged Qcpy of Colombia Sett 436 realized $308 against a
catalog value of $725.
The prices realized from the Sixth COPAPH/L Mail Bid Sale are inclosed
with this issue. Only four of the Tots estimated at $100 or more were sold.
Of these the highest realization was for lot 461, Colombia Scott F7 affixed to
a RECCMENDADA envelope, which received two bids of $320 against an estimate of
$103. Colombia Scott CI used on piece brought $710 against a minimum bid of
$700. Only 17 of 50 lots of Colombia Waterlow proofs sold, but 25 of 35 lots

of Panama proofs sold. More than half of the proof lots sold for equal to or
more than the estimates. The combined lot 276 of 16 Colombia proof lots sold

for $165 against an estimate of $175. These sales are impressive since we

received an unusually large number of proof lots for this auction and demand
for these is somewhat limited.
Dr. Antonio Chedid has furnished the prices realized for the recent

COPINPHILA sale. I will report

CD

them in the newt issue.
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I followed my own advice and took a philatelic vacation visiting STahtd-CW in
Detroit, the A.P.S headquarters in State College and BALPEX. Dthers who followed
the same route including Brian Moorhouse and Ray Irescci. Members attending both
STaMpshOW and BALPEX also included David Leeds, Mickey Kress, Bill Welch and
Ricardo del Campo. After BALPEX, I spent a busy day at the Library of Congress. I
was able to secure a photocopy of the 1877 Annual Report of the Colombian Director
Jeneral de Correos. The 1875 report which I had previously seen could not be
located, nor could the 1874 report Which is listed on the index cards. Fiscal year
1876-1877 was quite eventful in Colombia and as time permits I wilt publish some
the highlights in COPACARTA. For now, I will give the postal statistics for Panama.
SHIPVENTS OF STAMPS TO THE ADMINISTRATION PRINCIPAL CE HACIENDA, PANAMA 1876-1877
(Figure in parenthesis shows number reported sold)
1 centavo
1685 (935) 10 centavos 8935
2 centavos
2737 (1895) 20 centavos 931
2 1/2 centavos 94-4 (28) 25 centavos 419
5 centavos
2251 (1115) SO centavos 1834

(2933) 1 Peso
24 (15)
(931) 5 Pesos
10 (0)
(229) 10 Pesos
6 (0)
(187) E0c Ci.biertas 135 (45)

Sale of 7 25c cubiertas (from stock on hand) was also reported. It was
interesting to note that the term "oubierta" was used in the report (same Of CQC
Spanish speaking members have questioned its validity). The Panama Achinistracion
Principal showed a surplus of 22.93 pesos on income of 5135.15 during the year, one
of only two which did not report a loss (the other was Medellin). Mail dispatched
included 5782 letters, 148 certified letters (of which 73 were "relistradas" and 75
"rejistradas y anotadas"), 1476 official papers, 22,934 newspapers and 499 pamphlets
(carried free of charge) and 2067 collect letters - presumably incoming foreign mail
for addressees in Panama or elsewhere in Colombia. The Colon post office was
administered from Barranquilla during this period, and its statistics are not
included in these totals.
Another major find in the L of C was a bound volume, call number PE6852.A5,
which contained the Post & Telegraph Code of 1907. The forward indicates that this
is the first compilation of postal laws and decrees to be published in Colombia. I
did not have time to study it in detail, but I did copy the complete list of post
offices in 1907 which I will publish at a later date. The second half of the book
contains samples of many different post office forms and is a must for anyone
studying the operations of the post office. I was quite surprised when my request
for the Post Office Manual of the Confederation Granadina, call number HE6852.A2
brought the full text of the Postal Law of 1859 including the rate tables, route
tables, etc. This document, in newspaper format with 129 pages, is a also a major
source document for students of Colombian postal history.
I spent 2 days at the A.P.R.L. and was able to review all issues of the
American Journal of Philately, the Philatelic Record from 1892-1899 and the
London Philatelist from its inception to 1935 as well as a number of other
articles referred to in these publications. My findings in the A.JofP will be

summarized in an article in the next issue.
I reviewed the Colombia and Panama portions of the A.P.S. Reference
Collection. They were quite a disappointment. I expected to find a major
reference collection; but there was only one stamp from Colombia, a forgery of

Scott Fl, and six from Panama including fake double overprints on Scott C2 &
C3.
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I was also allowed to review the file of A.P.S. Expertization opinions
for the last 15 years for Colcmbia and Panama. Again I was surprised by the
limited number of items that had teen handled. If the A.P.S. permits, at a
later date I will print a summary of the items submitted and the quantities
found to be genuine, false or on which no opinion was rendered. Two things
caught my attention in the file. First, a number of items were submitted for
an opinion which to the best of my knowledge have never been faked. Second,
the nutter of copies of Colombia Cl which were found to be takes. It seems
that this stare, should always be sent for expert opinion, unless you one is
absolutely certain of its pedigree.
Those of you who are A.P.S. members have by now read my article in the
August American Philatelist for which President Debby Friedman and Alex Rendce
furnished the photographs. It has already brought in a number of new members
we with to thank member Bill Welch, editor of the AP, for the publicity.
A number of members specializing in Panama have dropped out of our group
over the past three years, probably due to lack of articles on Panama in
COPACARTA. I hope those remaining will bear with me. There is simply a lack
of material. I am not enough of an expert in Panamanian philately to till
this gap, bit I have tried to line up future material and hope to devote 4-6
pages to Panama in each issue.
Kendall Sanford has sent information in response to Walter Blell's
question ehret the KLM first flight in the August issue. It is listed in the
Dutch Air Mail Catalog, published by the Flying Dutchman Philatelic Club as
#26 - 25 Aug 37, Willemsted to Barranquilla, KLM per SNIP, AS 26-8, Value US
$7.50. SNIP was the aircraft name and AS 26-8 means arrival postmark 26 Aug.
The return flight is listed as #26A - 26 Aug 37, Barranquilla to Willemsted,
baci-starped "PRIMER VUELO" (also know without the special cachet), Value US
$15.00. Anyone interested in the catalog which lists many other KLM first
flights in the Carithean area should write Mr. Sanford, 4 Avenue General
Guiger, CH-1197 Prangins (Vaud), Switzerland.
A special thanks to Mickey Kress who took the photographs at BALPEX and
who arranged to have our front cover printed in Michigan. One consequence of
this was that I failed to include our Sales Manager's letter in the Table of
Contents. I hope you will all take time to read it and follow his advice.
The August 1988 issue of the MAIN SHEET contains a 6 page article by
Michael Rego, "A Short History of the Pacific Mail Steamship Company
1848-1925. Members who do not belong to the Spanish Main Society may obtain a
photocopy from the COPAPHIL library, price $1.20 for U.S. members. A second
installment of the article is promised which will list each of the vessels
ceerated by the corpany,

CLASSIFIED
AD RATES: Classified per line: one issue - $ .50, four issues - $1.50.
Business cards: one issue - $1.50, four issues - $5.00.
WANTED: Offers of Colombian Express Co. adhesives and covers. Also recent
(1980) and ongoing issues fine used. Dr. C.A. Ross, 46 Grange Hts., Douglas,
(VI-2)
Cr:. rk, Ireland
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New Members(thru 31 January)
Bayliss, D. G.
7 Portsdown Ave
Fulkerscn, John
Box 150487
Wentworth, Roger A.
154 Braelinn Courts
Address Chanes
Adams, Kenneth H.
Ross, Colin A.
Wasz, B. Bruce

London NW11 eNd
ENCI_AJT
LIcA
Cape Coral FL 32915
Pead-itree City GA 30269 USA

4319 Foothill Way
Pittsburg CA 94565
USA
22 Waterparl'. Close
Carrigatine Cork
IRELAND
301 N. Beauregard #107 Ale y andria VA 22312
LISA
•

C86
C40

C43
1E4
175
115

Peinstated
Fairlie, Michael J.
HierseJnan, Wayne
Jones, Idy
Millett, Pickard C,
Pined°, Morris M.
Toro, Felipe

3713 Lynwood Dr
4926 Ripley St.
Bo• 62007
BC .- 473
Apartado Aereo 215
Apartado 4337

Omaha NE 681 23
USA
Davenport IA 52406
USA
Las Vegas NV 69180
USA
Marine IL
62061
USA
Cali
COLOMBIA
Bogota
COLOMBIA

Mr. Fulkerson collects Panama, codes 51-68. Mr. Bayliss collects
Colorbia codes 01-07,11,13,16,18-19,54 and E. Mr. Wentworth is a dealer in
Canal Zone covers going Cosiness as Peachtree Tcpicals. Total mmbership-182.

Several overseas members have written to express their thanks for the
photo pages in the ftevember issue. Thanks a gain to Mickey Fress who not only
took the photos, but also donated the cover pages to 09P40-11L.
Charter member, Lawson Entwistle, has undergone p reventative open
heart surgery. We all wish hir a speedy and complete r . eccAery.
Volume V of COPACARTA received a silver bronze c ,-rtifioate in PPENFIL
'88, the international exposition of philatelic literature and press which was
held in Buenos Aires binning on 25 November 1988.
Circular Number 5 of the Colombia 19th Cesitury Postal Markings Study
Circle was sent to circle rembers in December. It contained an initial draft
list of risc. markings including registration, transit, pcstage due, etc.
In the August 1986 issue, I incorrectly listed Brigitte Kaplan's
address. It is Carrera 9, #78-39, Bogota, Colombia. Stve is still interested
in input for her census of Colombia covers of the first 8 issues.
INTERIM TREAa_FER'S PLF13(.1. 1 JLIY - 31 CECEMEEP 1968
INCOME
AJEM

ETENSE
$1393.00

Contritutions
Mail Sales Commissions
Publications Sales
Interest
Library
(IPACAPTA Ads
TOTAL

506.25
467.25
115.61
'47 .90
8.00
2753 26

Bank Balance on 31 Dec E8

4096.03.

TTITT7g
Postage
Supplies
EAlibit Awards
Publications Sales E,pense
Library
TOTAL
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$594.61
196.28
84.67
67.49
16.00
710.52
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FFIN TeE PPESIDENT'S DIES
Philately and I lose a gc'd friend in Moverter with the untimely pessing
cf Bill Miller, Chairman of the Philatelic Feendation. Bill derived much
pleasure from his variers cellectiens, philatelic and otherwise, and worked
hard to learn as mueh as he could .about his areas of interest. He also gave a
great deal back tc the y obbo, encceraging yeeng collectors end epending
eelsiderable time and ener g y' eupeorting the various greups with which he was
involved. 14hile most ce us are pectatly not in a pesitien to commit the
areunt of time Bill did to ptiletelic organizations, it is important to
remeber that the viability of these groeps depeeds cc the voluntary efforts of
eeeters. If yea, have not previcesle lent a hand to support COPAPH/L
activities which interest yce, it's not toe late to start.
The librarian wculd be happy te hear free anyone who can help him fIll
in gaps in eer growing library. A special thank youto Ji • DeVess who donated
a ecpy of his "Via Pen.ana' beck to cer library and te Ale . Penden who arranged
for donatice ef a ccpy of "Les Cerreso e Estampelles de Cucuta y del Norte de
Santander." Likewise, cer sales mana g er would be gratified b y greater rrwerri_42.r
participation as sellers (Dr teeers. Please note the last call for lots for
'our neet mail bid sale. March 31 is the deadline for lots to be received by
the Sales Manager. Our editor world be delighted to hear from new authors.
If yo ware to do scrething and are not sere hew yee can help, please contact
ee directly.
With this issue of COPACAPTA vce will receive an e etry form for cur
second Ee•ibit-by-Mail competition. Wile our first e f ' rt two years ago drew
a small number of entries, it was an e'-ccuraging start. Interesting research
was merle available for ethers to learn from and first tree exhibitors emerged.
an expanded versien ef Erie Harris's Grand Award winnir, exhibit from our
first ccaPetition • oec the AP S. Pesearch Award at BALPEX -38. If you are
working en a project or have a favorite area that you would like to share, I
heel 'veal will enter.
Lastl y . we have marked the end of an era as illness has forced the
retirement from philatelic activities of charter meeter, Breee Ball. Bruce
and his late father, Ceegles, were among the few dealers to specialize in
Latin Ameeiea. Between then, the y spanned BO year's in business. Their
aucticn eatalegs proeide just a glimpse at sere of the faenireting materiel
they handled. His presence will be missed.
Debby Friedman

be distriteted
COPACAPTA. The deadline for bidding eellThe the 15th of
July. This will allow overseas membere GO days to receive the cataieg and
rescerd. As anncen•ed atm:es', the deadline for receipt of lots for this is 31 March. The rules for sellers were last toublished in the Aupest
The catalog for the Se.:th CCPAPHIL Mail Bid Sale will

with the May issue ef

COPP:APIA. Pereeter the seller is reseersilele fce describing the Ice,
establishing a einimum bid (if any) and for informing the Sales Manager of the
desired dispositice of the ice, if it does not sell. Lel:swill be returned to
the seeder, if requested /sender is responsible fee pestege or they may be
held fer the netsale. send all correspondence eencereing the mail bid sales
to The sales manager, not to our El Cajon address.
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LA BIBLIOTECA
Notes Concerning the Colombia Parana Philatelic Study Group Library
by Pobert A. D'Elia. Librarian
Through the cooperation of a number of our members and .;s..cciates, the
library continues tc make good progress. H pwever, its use by members is
somewhat less than exciting. We hope that this will improve as members become
more aware of the considerable body of knowledge which can be found in our
files.
I wculd particularly like to thank Pcdrigo Uribe of the Club Filatelico
de Bogota who provied us with three more issues of Bogota Filatelico, four
issues of Fil-Ba, two issues of Colombia Filatelico and a tulletin of the
Museo Filatelico de Medellin. A deep debt of thanks is also due to Gini Horn
and the A.P.R.L. who provided us with photccopies of one issue of Bogota
Filatelico and 19 copies of Fil-Ba. As a result of these gifts our run of
Bogota Filatelico, is nearly complete. We wish to 3/S0 thank C. Spoelm.xi of
the Netherlands Philatelic Library who responded to my request in the previous
column for a copy of Dumont. 'Panama. Essai sur ses TiMbres-Post Surcharges
0903-1908r. Thanks are also due to Dr. James B. Helme for a copy of John
Myer's "Studies in the Philately of Colombia," to Lawson Entwistle for a copy
of his article "The Cali !Colombia) Rasta/ Agency," to George McCarty for a
copy of his latest "Panama Pricelist #10", to Richard Riley for a copy of his
"Reference List of Panama Revenues," and to our editor, Jim Cross for a copy
of Lends. L. "Los Correos y Estampillas de Cucuta y del Norte de Santander" as
well as numerous tear sheets and photoco p ies of articles concerning r..,tica and
the "1904-1940 Study
Cucuta issues. Thanks also to J.W. Sauber for a copy
Groups Bibliography of Philatelic Literature, let Ed."
:Opies of similar
reference list by other groups are most welcome.

EARLY CQLOMBIA AND PANAMA PEPIODICALS
ty James Negus
The LA BIBLIOTECA column of the previous issue of OJPAeARTA noted the
holdings of Colombia and Panama literature at the Poyal Philatelic Society's
library . In Lcrdcc. in addition, there still exists the flmous Crawford
Library.
In its day probably the most complete philatelic library in existence,
it was formed ty the 26th Earl of Crawford 1C47-1913). A. r-P. jCir purchase in
1901 had ensured its pre-eminence, when Lord Crawford bought the Tiffany
Library from America. John M.err Tiffany !I843-97;, first President of what is
now the American Philatelic Society, was a pioneer of philatelic bibliography
and had been collecting publications frcm the earliest times.
At Lord Crawford's death in 1913 his philatelic librm-. 4as bequeathed
to what is now termed the British Library (in his day part of the British
MUsejmy. A complete catalogue of the holdings was published in 1911 by Sir
Edward Denny Bacon (1B60-1939). Now a rarity of philatelic literature, this
great Crawford Catalogue allows us to know What early periodicals on
Colombia/Panama philately were published. An alphabetical list of titles
extracted frcm it is shown on page 61. Note that the catalog listed
periodicals to the end of 190E only.
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PANAMA BOOKLETS OF 1011
David J. Leeds

Panama has had only three recognizable booklet panes--the lc. 2c, anu 5c
denominations of the American Bank Note Company issue of 1900.
Howcvcr, tnc
Scott catalog creates some confusion since it lists panes of ail six
denominations of the regular issue except the 1015 1/2c rose.
The explanation
is that there were two typos of booklets: a) handmade and b) machinc-made.
a.
A handmade booklet, probably issued in mid-1011. consisting of 10 panes
of six stamps each in the following denominations:
1/2 c yellow
map
3 panes
lc green & black
Balboa
3 panes
2-1/2c orange
coat of arms 2 panes
50 blue & black
Aroscmcna
1 pant
10o violet & black
Obaldia
1 pane

sa‘
‘ ca de p‘917

40 Cf rial Pettaler

%AID

R BALSO

Stamps and panes are perforated on all sides. having been cut from normal but
ungummcd shccts. Interleaving tissues in the booklet have advertisements of
local firms.
The booklet cover is dark red with a black imprinted "Republica
de Panama" curved over a fancy centered logo "C dc P" with an inscription on
the bottom "60 Sellos Postalcs....VALOR 8/-1.50".
Two staples bind the
booklet. With a face value of B/1.47, the booklets sold for B/1.50.
Advertisements appear for the following firms:
Farmacia Central
Pine! & Cia
Manuel Espinosa B.
Forreteria
Guardia & Co
La Palals Royal
Henrlqucs & Co
Lumber
Frank Ulirich & Co
Lyons Hardware
Ferroteria
Colon & Panama
La Caraqucna
El Ciclo
S. Shocron
I.R. Garcia
La Ultima Moda
Madura Lupi Co
Dept. Store
P. Odubcr & Co
Botica "La Union"
La Mascota
Carlos Muller
B. Hcrmanos
Vilialaz & Co
Mctropolc Hotel
Petersen & Silvers
Hardware
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Ville do Paris
Surtldo Complcto
P. Odubcr & Co
The Ladies Store
C. Quclqucjcu & Co
Comcrciantcs
Bazar Frances
Recrtemattc & Co
American Bazaar
Eiscnmann & Eleta
La Postal
J. Misteili
La
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Exploded handmade
booklet panes.
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b. Machine-made booklets, from special plates prepared by the American Sank
Note Company with wide margins, a clear unprintcd tab, and cut edges an all
sides of the panes of six stamps. Glassine interleaving is the norm. :hest
wcrc probably not issued until 1016 concurrent with or subsequent to a request
for booklets to be overprinted for the Canal Zone. The following denominations
were issued and arc known mint and used:
Balboa
lc green & black
Cordoba
2c red & black
Aroscmcnu
5c blue & black

These arc the booklet panes Scott lists as numbers 197b, 198a, and 200a. The
exact arrangement of the machinc-made booklets is not known although it is
probable that they were prepared and sold in several configurations, as
follows:
sold at 25c
4 panes of six = 24c face
lc
sold at 25c
2 panes of six - 24c face
2c
sold at 25c
2 panes + 2c 1 pane- 24e face
lc
sold at 50c
5c+2c+lc 1 pane of each - 48c face
However, this is uncertain since there is no parallel in the Canal Zone bookiet
issues. While Canal Zone authorities had been talking to ASNCo since 11111012. no firm order was placed until early 1016. Meanwhile, the Canal Lone had
been using regular sheet stamps and preparing handmade booklets. When they
finally did order machinc-madc booklets from Panama in 1916, only the lc and 2c
denominations were required. The 5c denomination would have been used
primarily for West Indian mail, so it may have been felt that tnerc would be
little demand for that large an investment by their customers in an era mien
wages were 10c to 15e per hour. even for semi-skilled workers.
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letter from Pedro Migucl (CZ)
Thcrc is confirmation in thc date of issuc in a
Bliss, dated January 25, 1911. [Sec Canal Zone Philatelist
Postmaster Gerald
20:4;1984.J Bliss describes the "new" stamps for Panama. viz., the 1/2 c
orangc which was not part of the original 1909 set. The new 1/2 c is included
in the handmade booklet. Panama postal authorities would not let Bliss buy the
booklets until the regular issue was on sale. : ix notes that the booklet stamps
were ungummcd. Ungummcd shoots of thc 1/2 c orangc wcrc still available in the
Panama postal stocks as late as the mid-30's.
Hcydon* made no mention of booklets in his 1922 handbook of Panama stamps
covering all issues through the 1921 Hurtado commemorative.

I

Parallels to Canal Zone booklets also fail in the later issues.
The CZ postal
service issued overprinted booklet stamps of the 1921 Centenary of Independence
set for the lc and 2c denominations, but not Panama. And 1c and 2c booklets
wcrc prepared for the Canal Zone for thc 1924 Coat of Arms scrics, but were not
issued and subsequently destroyed. Norm of these was issued for Panama.

I
!

A rate change in 1916 eliminated the need for a
overprinted for special services use.

2-1/2e stamp.

Surpluses were

Several examples of the machine-made booklet panes have surfaced in recent
auctions. We believe these panes arc quite scarce and grossly underpriced.
They arc equally as scarce as their Canal Zone counterparts which bring several
Complete booklets,
times the market for the Panama issues.
if they exist,
would be highly desirable.
The handmade booklet panes are another story since
the only way to identify
them is by their slightly cut edges on some perforations. Complete, uncxplodcd
booklets arc the only way to collect the handmade booklet.
In our limited
review, only two copies of the complete booklet have come on the
market in the
One was purchased by the author in a Vahan Mozian Auction In
past 30+ years.
1069. A second copy offered in a Bruce Ball Auction in February 1982 realized .
$850.
With the
current interest
in booklets, and listing in a forthcoming
enthusiasm is
comprehensive booklet catalog,** additional
bound to be
generated. Future Scott catalogs will probably dclist the handmade booklet
panes, consistent with their policy of eliminating all varieties that cannot be
distinguished from their regular shoot form. However, this should not prove a
detraction to either booklet or Panama collectors.
F.E. Hcydon, The Postage Stamps of Panama, Scvcrn-Wyllic-Jcwctt Co., 1922.
" World Postal Booklet Catalogue (in press); Contact: Almar, Route 290 North,
PO Box 503. Canadcnsis, PA 18225; (717) 595-3955.
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Ppem THE PAGES CF 111E ".MEP/CAN JC15 AL CF PHILATELY
by Jim Cress

The American Journal of Pte lately. peblished by the ' :_ecet Steep r!, r_ein
C=mPan Y, was one of the leading AmerAcen ehilatelic ceblicatiens free the
first issue in Januax- 1889 until the last issue in Ceeeteber 1906. It had two
editors daring the first eighteen years, both disting4ished names in Are:leen
ohilatelic annals. Henry Gelman vas editor from 1888 t• June 1901. He was
fell owed by Jehn Luff %1.4-1,) served from July 1901 to February 1905 ;the lest two
months jointly with reeoree Tapp n). Tepren became sole editor from March 1905
to June 191a8 and Fre.areen Putney Jr. was editor for the lest sie eenths.

The journal teem with a mejer effort, the eerie' peblicatien of "A
Catalog for Advanced CO/leerers" by Hairy Collin and HEnry L. ']alman. This
lengthy article was the first its in each issue for several years. The
section on Colombia began in the Jene 1897 Issue and concluded in September
1890. It listed the national stamps, eebiertes, official cubiertas end state
stamps. The listing et efticial cubiertas which began in t he August 189a
issue, eages 299- -301, end continued in Seoteeber 1990, pages rd-346, is more
ccrplete than that now listed in Hiee ins & Gage, although research by Bob
Mitchell and the Colembia Pestal Stationery Study Circle has brought to light
additional ty pes not listed in either doeument. The last installment includes
a page of illustrations of Tolima starve including counterfeits.
During my August visit to the A.P.P.L. I noted 231 references to
Cola-tie endier Panama in the 19 volumes of the AJofP from 1888-1906 and I may
have missed a few. The bulk of these arpeared in tWO regular features of the
publication, the ":hreniele of New Issues' and th ee "Notes" column. The first
of these was a monthly feature ,which listed new lesues which had core to the
attention of the editor. Unfortunately, the philatelists cf that era paid
scant attention to the actual dates of issue and eerrespcndents who furnished
samples of the new IssJes seldom included the dates which are of interest to
the postal historian. For eeample the 5 Pesos bleck of Colombia was
chronicled in the January 1890 issue, hart pr:bably had been printed in lble9 to
allow for the stares to arrive in New Yorl-. in time to be listed in that issue,
but the entry ices not indicate the date. The A.JofP followed the practice of

the era and cited reports which appeared in other Neu pals, e:penally the
London Philatelist and Le Timbre Poste; thus it is often necessary to follcw a
trail cf two or three peblications to find the first reference te an issue.
The April 1891 issue chronicled 15 official cubiertas deich had not appeared
in the "Catalog for Advanced Collectors, po. 179-188 and additional listin gs
continued to appear throughout the decade.
The "Notes" co/urn contained ehiefly information on older issues, but
sometimes included further data en new issues that were already chrenieled.
The October 1890 issue included a tour cage article on "Colerbia Counterfeits
and Cinderelles", cp. 3E9-372.
In March 1891 a reoert on the Hoe per auction
listed a realization of $10.00 for a mint copy cf the 1959 IP Rose on bluieh

and $30.00 for the Antieeuie 10c Violet of 1979. The Ncverter 1891 issue
repeated a report firer the Philetelie Record on the diseevery of the transfer
The O:teber 1894 issue published docerents
error of the 20c blue cf 1059.
eonftrming the issue of the Gareen No Hay Estampillas labels on Page 501 and
the March 1896 issue repotted the the Henda 2c provisieeal en page 213. The
March 1895 issue rePrinted a report fro" The Monthly Journal documenting a
Panama 10 centavos bisect on cover from David. The Cscerber 1897 issue
reperts the transfer error of 93: in the stone et the 1263 2.
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the "1003 Days" and its aftermath the AJofP as t.vell as the
dut:fu/ly recorded the new issues. Ho. leNier, toth journals
L•Irdon
tecame increasingly critical of the star{ =, referring to them ..?s h!-..rrors.
Jtomi , -.3tions, etc., and questioning their ocst•l need. While a:knowleJg!ng
the e . istende of the civil .4 ar. neither mentioned the disruoticns :n
nor the changes in -7, -_,stal rates due to inflation. the April 1901
'No Hay Estampillas' btels as well 35 the =eo•rd
issue docu mented the T
r.Dges 94-95. The My 1901 ics+act listed the Pi •,
CUC'Jt3 orovisional
the Tumeco and
Hzda 'No Hay Estarpillas" lir-els and .added further data
Cu .:uta stamps 7n z. ages le1-12. The following article .2coeared in the Ju- ,e
1902 issue!
CoromiiraN Rxruntic.—Mr. F. Antenor Mejia has sent us a copy of the
Dicier's) Ojelal, from which we translate the following decree :
"Decree No. T463 of 1901 (27th December), by which is reestablished
the circulation of various kinds of postage stamps
The fire-Fresident of the Republic, charged with exteselive power, in Me
employment of his legal authority, and
Cortsi DER I N6
That the supply of various postal issues in charge of the General Administration of Posts and Telegraphs is almost exhausted ;
That in the said office exists a large number of various old issues,
retired from circulation by virtue of the Decree No. sg6o of 4th July, 189r;
That the contract made with Messrs. Dimitrio Parades for the manufacture of postal supplies has been obsolete for some time ;
That there is an insurmountable difficulty, caused by the war, for the
prompt and good manufacture of a new issue of postal supplies ;
That it is necessary to find some means to facilitate the replacing,
promptly and duly, of the supply of these varieties, to do away with the
deficit that their lack would occasion in the income of the post office.
',ECM EES :

Artkle r. The circulation of postal varieties cf old issues, of which the
use was prohibited by Decree No. i gfaa of the 4th July, 1892, is re-established,
and, in consequence, they will be overprinted, to prevent fraud and as a sign
of replacement in use, with the date of the next year, with inks of different
colors from those of the stamps.
Ariiele s. There shall be created a special commission of three persons,
ad honorees!, which the Director General of Posts and Telegraphs will designate, in order that they may receive the postal varieties mentioned, with
detail of their classes and values, to the end that the said employee may
place them at the disposal of the Diiector of the National Lithographic
Establishment, to carry out the provisions of the preceding article.
The Director of the said lithographic establishment will . have the term
of thirty days, after the date on which he shall receive them, to return the
said varieties to the General Direction of Posts and Telegraphs, with the
mark of rehabilitation.
It is communicated and published.
Given in Bogota, 27th December, 1901.
Jose MANUEL MA ROqUIN,

The Minister of the Government,
GUILLERMO QUINTERO C."

It is reported that the stamps replaced in circulation will be as follows :
Issue of TEM. T, 2, 5, so, 20C, sac retouched, soc, 5, 5 and SO pesos.
Too Late stamp. sac.
Registration stamp toe
Issue of Air. r, a, 5, in and 20C.
Issue of 1893, 5c.

It is nrnbaele that this decree was never' imnlement9d. I have not secn datsd
uccd exaf..Pl es t these issues from this'time period. Apparently region3l
up their
agencies .!.'a re instead 2uthorized to orepare issues to
f
77
1902
issue
•
use in
s
and
the
Lito2rafia
Nacional
prepared
the
shortag•
Bo2• ta and surrounding areas. It is interesting to note that tho .. .'emainders
of the st.yri:, demonetized in 1392 were still in stock.
-
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The Septe-ter 1902 issue Printed a translation of the contract with F.
Valiente for or , ntine the Barranquilla issues /.pp. 265-266). In January 190'3
711 English translation appeared (pp. 11-15) of an article by Gusta ,,o
Michelson, "Provisional Stamps of Colombia", which had originally 1-:seared in
to the
Deutsche Briefmarken Zeitung. In it Michelson e.pressed his doutts
legitimate need for the Cartagena provisionals of P-.499-190/. He also
questioned the Garton, Pic Hacha and Turaco "No Hay Estalpi11.7is" labels, the
Honda 2c Provisional -and the Cucuta provisional sets. In view of his
questionable role in other Colombian Ohilatelic speculations, his caldcT in
these matters is refreshing.
The March 190? issue contained the following interesting recort: "The
of new issues tr .-. m this 7.-entr y still continues. We have rsas:n to
believe that many of there stamps are of even more ,r.lJestionable nature than we
had hitherto supccsed. Merchantgs of this city having business connections in
the Colombian Republic have recently infoimed us that the currency there is
now so debased that it will not be acceoted
any other country at any price.
In order to make srall purchases here, uerchants there buy stamps at the post
offices and send them to corrission houses in this country to be sold for
Whatever they will bring, and the money thus obtained is app lied to payment of
their bills. To assist this scheme, the various states are allowed to print
anything they please and to rake as many changes of color as they see fit, in
order to create new varieties wnion it is tv_ved will be salable to stamp
collectors."
March 19a4 brought an article by george Toopan, "Notes on Stamps 8, Their
Varieties." The Colorbia section is found on pages 54-59 and 100-109. A year
later Tcppan was to replace John Luff as editor of the AJofP. This issue also
bought me a pleasant surcrise. Curing 1988 I pi:-:hasezi at auction an
Inflation cover from Buenaventura to the U.S. franked by Colombian revenue
st&I.,=. The "Chronicle of New Issues" described a cover which is almost
certainly the one that I purchased. The sto-p are on the reverse of the
cover which is illustrated below.

the lit -.ne edited by John Luff. In his
The February 1935 issue
last four issues he published his article which was the first definitive work
on the Panama orovisionals. 'Reference List of the 'tamps of Panama". It is
found in the rbsier..riber F1,04 issue pp. 377-97, December 1934 tssue op. 423-42,
January 1935 issue pp. 1-16 and February 1904 issue po. 42-68.
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.111 ,:ti regulates the
P5thrus of Panama.

IT P=7 Al r a IRT

1 cF7'

maritime clets Dt the Atlentio and

P3C 4JIC

with the

THE PRESIDENT CF THE REF1APLIC
in the exercise of hi= legal Powers,
DEcp

as

Article I. A subordinate adOinistration of pests is established in the
place recently nared Colon, in which the Pena Ya railroad begins on the
Atlantic side.
Article 2. This vdminictration
se....ved toy :./n administrator, an
accr....intant, three (postal) officials end a Porter.
Article 3. These emplo;ees will recei ..e respectively the same salaries

authorized for the officials in Panama by the law of 12 June 1851.
Article 4. The correspondence . ../nich is directed from the isthmus of

Panama or to the Isthmus of Panama from other points in the Grenadine
territory via the port of Buenaventure, will be p/a=ed on the English oacket
by the administrator of that port, who will pay the British charges. The
correspondence which is directed via Cartagena and Santa Marta to the
provinces cc the Isth mus, or by then' to other points in the south of the
Grenadine Republic, will to placed on the English racket by the orincipal
administrators of pests in Cartagena and Suite Marta rewectively, who will
ray the English dnarges. The corresoondelce for Cartagena and Santa Marta, or
for other Points in the Grenadine territory, which leavas the terminus of the
railroad in the Bay of Limon, will be put cc the Engli . .1) pa&et by the
administrator of posts of that place, who will pay the English charges.
Article 5. The administrators of posts of Ekienaventura, Cartagena,
Colon, Panama and Santa Marta will place in the hands 'of the British consul
all of the correspondence which they should _mid in each instance, in a closed
package, paying the charges, as has bean stated, in accordance with Articles
16 and 18 of the postal concession of 12 De e:enter 1846, betwe.eJ) new Granada
and the United Kingdom of Great Britain. This e y cense will be made with
national funds and charged to Chapter 14, deoartment of s-:oenses of the
treasury of the general eypense budget of the current year (trireport of
correspondence rid parcels, personal'i.
Article 6. The interoceanic mail that previously traveled between

Panama and Chagres, and vic6versa, will henceforth travel between Panara and
the Bay of Limon.
Article 8. The subordinate administrator ef 7.osts of Colon will be

insured for his management of the mails by a bond cf. 1 3,CCO
Article 9. The postal administretions mentioned in this decree will
continue to charge, for the correspondence which they receive and dispatch,
the charges which these should pay in oonformance with the law of 29 April
1846, concerning postal rates.
Given in Bogota, the Gth of August 1852.
JOSE HILAPIO L{ PE: (L.S.) The Hove Secretary,

JUAN

rIERItr_ENO

rPMEZ.
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COLGMBIAN Pr ';TAL =_EPVICE IN THE 18TH P. 19TH CENTI _FIE',3
ty Jim Cress

Very little has appeared in Englieh lerguage ohiletelic litee
re
eencerning the organizaticn and eperatren :f the Celembien cost
ece in
the eighteenth and nineteenth eenturies. The TeXt of the major
-rerent
decrees has not befel translated. Some years ago Federico Lamm
ercepted ty
a requeet free, Charles Jewell, haJ the Soanieh text of a number of decrees
traesceited from the government Journal and pieced copies of the transcription
in the libraries of the Collectors Club of New Yoe• --1 the Rwal Philatelic
Society of Lender. A photocopy of this work is now
elable in the COPAPHIL
libreey and the in - ef its contents, ap pears elsewhei . e in this iSSAJe.
Al article te Jeer) Kettiger, n Eetele General de Todo el Virreinato de
t- 3 Fe de Begcea, Peal Penta de Correes 16 le Octubre", in Bogota Filatelice

17 & 18. centained lists of eubordinate-pestal aeininistrations in 17E8 and
1806 as well as the postal mutes and their schedules in those years.
An
article by Julio Tctcn Hehmen, "Mace la Republica y Organize sus Correos" in
BogotaFilatelie • #28 discussed the postal organization in the Republic of
Celembia from 1924-19 ?a. Another article by the sere author and Julio Tcbon
de Parare, "Les Correcs •en la Nueva Granada, 1832 - 1258," in Bogota
Filetelico #29 continues the discussion thru the end of the pre-staip period.
Both of the Tobon articles contain bibliographies of pertinent government laws
and decrees including a nurter not transcribed by Larsen. The text of the
Postal Lau of 1859. the report of the Postal Administrator for 1877, and the
Postal Code of 1987 referred to in my "Space Fillers" colurn in the previous
issue g4ve snaeshots of the erganizepon cf the postal service in those
years. This artele e!.•ents an everview of the eontents of these docuueuts.
The concessien to eperate the Festal service in the Spanish colonies in
the new wend was granted by Queen Dcna Juana in 1514 to Den Lorenzo Gal indez
y Carvajal and his descendents. In the next Z3 years, the concessionaire had
:Done little or ecthing to organize a postal service in the territory of the
Viceroyalty of New Granada. Accordingly in 1750 Viceroy Jose Pizarro decided
to establish a postal service at the expense of the royal treasury.
In that
year he -eganized service between Santa Fe ,Bogota) and Cartagena and between
Santa Fe and Quito via Pcpayan. In 1751 eoutes were added between Santa Fe
and Maracaibo via San Jose de Cucuta and betweeen Santa Fe and Gircn. When
word of this service reached Sp ain the heirs of Carvajal protested the
infringement of their rerepoly. Howeve r , after some years of negotiations
they relinquis4ned their rights in all •f the colonies in 1768 to the cram.
During the period from 1750 to 1907 the main costal routes in Colombia
radiated from Bogota.
In 1877 there were 8 routes as follows:
Route 1 Route
Route 3Petite 4 Rout .= 5Route 6 Route 7 Port e 8 -

Atlantic Route.
Pacific Route.
Southern Route.
Northern Route.
Northeast Route.
Western Route.
Eastern Pate.
Marezales Route.

To Barranquilla
Santa Marta.
Te Buenaventure & Raneee via Cartago.
To Ipiales P Tuican (Ecuedor).
To Cucuta S. San Antonio (Venezuela).
To eucararanga & Relplena.
To Medellin via Weda & Manizales.
Tr
y Villavicenzio.
To Manizalee via Arbalema.

Routes 1, 3, 4, and 5 were essentially the sere as these laid out by the
Viceroy in 1750-51, although at that time Cartagena served as the Atlantic
-57-
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i e steai et BerreneJilla end Route 5 terminated at Giron. Route 2 eeisted
in 1 7 TA tr. led to Oultdo frer r.'..artego rather than r7 Rienaventue3. At that
t- e e Pertctelo and Pana ,, e we'e served from Cartegena. Fey leas Poute 2 had
been etended f rom Cartago to . Cali and the leg from 17‘ ,.. tago to goitdo beeeme a
-erved ty a route
feeier route. The Province of Antiequia was original
e hieh fillowed the Atlantic Pcete as far as flare end e e went thre Pic flegre
and Medellin to the town of Antiquia. This leg still evisted as a cennecter
route in 187 7 .
The numbered main routes had sutbrdinate routes, all known as transverse
routes 'lineas tre r sve ,-sales;e However, the organizaticn of the service is
better uedersto red if these are - 1 : :•ed into feeder routes end ccenectinR
s on the main recite to ew . ell tortes' Itech
routes. Feeder routes ran t l or
had no other Postal service. • eeeecting r outes r•n between tours on 2 rain
reetes, often serving other towns along the way. National routes 1-5 ehcw
only li m ited =henges elJring the period ° revered zrid seniice was continuous
except for ceri•de of armed rebellion. However, there were man y changes in
the transverse routes with service being added, rerouted .and disccntinued as
-eew national administratiens balanced the cost of providing postal service in
the difficult terrain of ,_-lochs with the desire of every town for nuch
service. After the s•ns•lidatten of the provinces into states in the 1850's
the national governmee-it abandoned the effort to provide service to many of the
smaller towns and left this reseonsibility to the states. There was
e eeosition to the change and several of the decroon published in that decade
were not Implevented or were soce modified for that reason. I know of no .
t effices with dates of service and routes on which
ee ,motete. P.,sting of
11 be possible to preoare ouch a Iist since changes
le•ated, however it
rr-ent journal.
were deeumented in the
The service established by the viceroy in 1793-1751 was tit-monthly.
This was still the frequenc y in 1906 on the routes to Ecuador and Venezuela
w 4 th service three tirve e month to Cartagena. Jr 1826 service , eas increased
Weel,ly service was the rule for
to four times a month on these three routes.
m ost of the century although service cn some transverse routes was less
fre quent. Wen parcel post (encemiendas) service was added, it was offered or
meSt of the routes served by the regular mails, but parcels were carried on
se crate trips, less frequently and esuelly on a slower schedule. The
weekly dis p atch of moil is impertant to the student of Colombian postal
history. Even thoue the government journal was published dail y , the five
issues of the week. would to included in a single mail di _catch to outlying
towns. Thus before the eenstreeticn of telegraph lines, there it could easily
be 15 Jays after the decree . .uas published before it wcuIJ be received in

outlying areas. Couple this with the corron delay of up to a rerth in
publishing decrees and it can be seen that irplementatien often lagged. Few
costal decrees examined show a recognition of this fact. Mcet are effective
on the date of signature by the Exeeutive.

In 1768 the Bogota--Cartagena trip was sehedeied for 10 days downstreaand 17 days uestream, the Bogota-Posario trip for 12 1. , 2 days. and the
Sege-re-Paste trip for 19 1.'2 days. While the Published schedules at various
ti mes showed sore variations, the speed of the service did not croinge
matesi3lly, during the 19th century except for the introduction of steerteats
on the Magdalena River and the eenstrestien ef the railread from. Eogota to

Girardot. There is evidence in government decurents that the oublished
schedUles were not always rat, especially in the rainy season. The Tens'
rite 3 nurber of references to mail delayed or lest. The 15 May 1825 decree
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required that the mail carrier to fined •ee real per hour that the eeil was
late for first instance, r reals per hour for the second instance, and be
Dismissed fora third instance. The Her
Arrubla "History of Celeebie"
mentions that= the road between Bogota and Facatativs was paved in 1e51 teca,se
This stretch of 45 kilometers often required 3 days to travel WI-• g the rainy
seesen which must have delayed mails on the Atlantic Pcute. In the 1877
cestal report the administrator cites many cemplaints ;scut slow service on
the Magdalena. One treveling government official reported the mail steamer
towing so many barges on its eestream journey that it could scarcely make
headway against the current.
It is unclear free the eutiithed eeeeents whether one person carried the
mails for the entire distance ee the main reetes or whether these weee divided
into segments with separate carriers. Chester IV of the decree of 15 May 1`325
crovided that a minimum of three persons be employed fer each route in such a
way that no person would me*e more than one trip per month. Efforts. were made
to insure that the persons e mployed to carry the mails engaged in no other
commerce daring the journey. Te accomplish this the postal laws prescribed
detailed procedures to be followed. Article 43 of the Decree of 26 August
1856 required that "the mail carriers, uoon entering a town which has a postal
administration, proceed to this office by the most public roads together with
everything being carried and will not STOP nor enter a house, shop, or other
building without having formally handed over the mail at the administration.
The same rule will be etserved when they leave the administration with the
disoatches." Article 45 provided that the mail carrier should carry nothing
outside of the nails and Article 46 set the penalty for violations as
dismissal if the guilty party was a government employee. Violators of
Article 45 were required to pay the full postage cn anything found in
illegally in their possession.
Ch Page 56, I have translated the 1852 decree concerning maritime mails.
The Celoebian government utilized the British and French packet boats to
transoort mail between the main Colombian Ports and the ports on the isthmus
of Panama. Colombia had signed postal conventions with Ecuador and Venezuela
for the mutual interchange of mail. The Tebon's state that these conventions
were also extended to a number of other Latin American countries, but the
countries are not listed in their articles.
Very few covers exist Which
• tcument this mail. One of the few known was illustrated on page 81 of the
May 1987 issue of CCPACARTA.

For most of the period most mail was carried by contractors. The 1877
postal resort lists contractors and contract dates for all of the main routes.
Obviously when the mails were carried by rail or stearsbips, these were
eeempted from the prohibition on carrying matter outside of the mails. The
evidence of surviving covers suggests that prior to 1881 when Coleebia joined
the U.P.U. the majority of CrxrerCi31 correspondence with foreign countries
was carried outside of the official mails and handled by forwarding agents.

It is quite likely that

mJch

of this mail was carried on the Magdalena Piver
official mail contract.

by the steamships which also had the

The Coloebia Festal Markings Study. Circle has prepared draft lists of
towns from which stampless cover markings, manuscript cancels, and handstamped
Cancels have been seen or reported. Review of these lists against the lists
of cost offices in government documents indicates that there are still quite a
few offices from which markings are as yet unknown.
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31 - 1 oxtract of
Editor's Note;: This is the 7.ranslated title
oertineht Cohombiac laws and frees prepared by Federice Larsen. Copies of
:Nagutations, in Spanish. are available frcm the COPAPH1L library.
the

1 $321

Law of September 13

1921
1822
1824

Law ol October 12
Decree of February 23
Law of June 25
Law of August 3
Decree of May 15
Decree of June 12
Law of N.:.vsr-ter 2 7
Law of March 21
' June 1'
Decree
August 23
Decree
Law of June 20
Law of May 26
Law of June 6
Law of May 30
Decree of July 27

13 7 4
1925
1625
1031
1832
1334
1924
1635
1936
1836
1837
1838
1843

Decree of January 21
1845 Decree of January 27
1246 Law of April 29
1846 Decree of October 2
l c.1 7 Decree of December 1 7

5>emption of orovinces fr7A17 fees.
Concerning weights and measures,
Peulating the Admin. (3e-era' de Correos.
Trritcrial divisicns of the republic.
Orgarzing the Admin. de Hacier,da Nacional.
PQstal rcutes.
Establishment of four mails renthly.
Creating the state of New Granada.
Organzation of Hacienda Nacicnal.
Public eYpenditures for the fiscal year.
UnclaiTed correspondence
Public expenditures for the fiscal year.
g
Uniforr weights and
Public expenditures for the fiscal year.
Public expenditures for the fiscal year.
Postal Ccnvention with Ecuadur & Venezuela.

me...a ir.

Reorganizing postal routes.
Postal Convention with France.
Postal notes. •
Change in carrying oarcei F'-at (encomiendae).
Po stal Convention with Great Britain.

1850

Decree of December 14

Organizaticn of the Admin. de Correos.

1852

Decree of August 6
Decree of May 28
Decree of July 16
Decree of April 25
Decree of August 26
Decree of September 4
Decree of November 26
Decree of Decanter 18
Law of April 27
Decree of July 23

Maritime mails of Atlantic, Pacific & Panama.*
Reintegration of various provinces.
Adrin. de CTZT.P.?0S in Panama.
Eastern territories.
PeguIations of the national posts.
Supplement to Decree of August 2e, 1056.
Concerning the mails.
Supplement to Decree of Nei. erter 16, 1657.
Organization of the mails.
Implerentaticn of Law of 27 April, 1859.

1855
1055
1856
1856
FF.fle

1857
1857
1859
1859

English translation on page 56 of this issue.
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FIL-PANAM
Box 2245
El Caton, CA. 92021

POSTAGE STAMPS
OF LATIN AMERICA
J I m 8 Luz Cross
(819)-561-4959

COLOMBIA
Anunciador
Nos.1-1B Mar - Dec 1879
Bogota, Eugenio Pardo. No.1 also publisned as Boletih de
Anuncios. First philatelic lournal in Colombia.
Anunciaoor
Nos.1-4
Jun - Au g 1692
Bog ota, Luis Pati6o Orrantia. No.4 titled El Anunciaaor.
El Anunciador de Timbres
No.1
May 1904
Medellin. Caledonia Fosaoa y Daniel A. Mesa.
Anunciador Filotelico
Bogota, Arturo Rivera.

Nos.1-5

Apr - Aug 1882

El Coleccionista
Nos.1-28 Apr 1904 - Oct 1906
Bo g ota, Socieoid Filattlica de Colombia.
Colombia Postal
Nos.1-4
Feb - Jun 1904
Medellin, Alberto Arango T. Journal of same title advertised
1695 by C. Gastelbondo, Barran q uilla, but never issued.
El Filatelista
Nos.1-8
Jan - Mar 1900
Bogota. Arturo Arboieda y Augusto Merchan. Nos.6-8 p ublished
by Au g usto Merchan.
El Filotelista Nos.l-7 Jar - Jul 1680
6a7ota, J. Joaquin Perez 0. Nos.6 & 7 puolished by G.
Micheisen.
El Filotelista
No.1
Bogota, Ruiz y Diaz Granados.
Nos.1-4

El Heraloo Filotelico
Bogota, Antonio M. Fosada.

Jun 1883

Oct 1696 - Jan 1887

Jan 1887
No.1
El Pro g reso Filotelico
Bo g ota, L. M. de Castro. Reviewed in COPACARTA Feb 1987.
Nos.1-20 Se p 1867 - Aer 1869
La Revista Filoteilca
Barran q uilla, G. Schoonewolff. Nos.13-20 were titled La
Revista Filatelica.
Nas.1-6

Revista Postal Colombiana
Bog ota, Manuel Jose Casis.

Mar - Au g 1904

Nov 1905 - Jan 1906
Nos.1-3
Santander Filatelico
Bucaramanga, Luis Fernando Frada G. (No.lr: Jor g e Enri q ue
Barca y Joaquin Castro (No.ii3).
Nos.1-9
La Union Postal
Medellin, Florenclo Mejia v.. etc.

Jan - Se p 1905

Nos.1-37 Mar 1888 - Mav 1892
La Vo:
Barran q uilla. C. Gastelbondo. Non- p hilatelic after No..37.
-
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PANAMA: 1E97-1888 ISSLE: ALLEID REPP/NTee
"FAVOP PPINITINGS" PHILATELIC OltITEPFEITS,
A RYMER REVIEW by Jim Cross

The final installmelt cf the article with this title by Dr. James 8.
Helme a ppeared in the November-December 1988 issue of the Collectors Club
Philatelist, pp. :64-387. The first two installments were reviewed in the May
1(188 COPACARTA. This installment describes the favor printings which were
sold to William Curtis and Gustavo Michelson. While this reviewer found the
first two installments difficult to follow for a reader unfamiliar with the
activities of these two individuals, this installment is well organized, easy
to follow and contains the best information yet pJbllshed about these
printings. The article considers each value in order and describes and
illustrates the characteristics by which the "favor printings" of that value
_an be recognized. Unfortunately the figures are not labeled with the
denomination and where only parts of the stamp are shown, the reader must
return to the text to determine which figure relates to which value.
Dr. Helme concludes that theta favor printings were prepared by the
government printer, Demetrio Paredes, or his employees. They were printed
from new lithographic stones, not used far the issued st,vve, and each value
shows one or more new characteristics which were not present on the originals.
Each was printed in colors resettling original stamps and also in a variety of
colors other than the issued colors on both unglazed and glazed papers. Most
of the varieties are unused and ungummed. Many are found perforate,
imperforate, imperforate horizontally and imperforate vertically. Some
perforate and part-perforate sheets were apparently gumred after perforation.
In the last seven pages of the article Dr. Helme summartees the favor
printings known for each value. The table lists 74 dif f erent starve of which
he has seen 67 with a total of 147 perforation varieties The other 7
were reported ty Heydcn without details about perforations, but not seen ty
Dr. Helme. Dr. Helme's collection of 109 of these varieties assembled over a
period of 50 years included many multiples and nine complete sheets. The
collection, which is probably unique and almost impossible to duplicate, has
now been sold. An inventory of the collection has been placed in the CITAPHIL
library.
With this installment Dr. Helme has essentially ccepleted publication of
his study of the 1887-1888 Panama issue. The only area not folly covered is.
the use of the issue on cover. While some covers are mentioned in the article
on 1887-1898 stamps, it would complete the record if a descriptive listing of
all of the covers could be published or at least be made available to the
COPAPH/L library.

THE MAPhET PEPCPT
COPINPHILA auction of 26 Sep 8S - 1 Oct ee contained 117 lots of
stamps and covers. All lots were sold with 8 lots going for the
value, 4 lots going for less than the estimate and the remaining 105
triple or quadruple the
more than the estimate (in many cases
In the descriptions below the prices realized in Swiss francs were
to dollars at the rate of 1 Swiss franc = T.60 and the 10% buyers,
Carr11 SS IOC was added.
The
Colombian
estimated
going for
estimate.
converted
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Lot 4778. 1859 20c blue, Scott 6 - complete sheet of 55 stamps. $7260
versus $4950 Scott catalog value as singles.
Lot 4787. 1861 5c buff, Scott 14 - magnificent block of 4. $1650
versus $840 Scott catalog value as singles.
Lot 4798. 1862 53: green, Scott 21 - strip of 5 with Tuna cancelaticc
on small piece. $4950 versus raeo Scott catalog value as singles_
Lot 4806. 1864 issue, Scott 30-34 - specialized collection of 215
staill
used and unused including many pairs, strips, blo&s, shades and
cancelations. $5298 versus Scott catalog value of $. 15,300.
Lot 4807. 1865 registered cover franked with 10c and pair of 20c of
1965 issue. $2112 versus estimate of $495.
Lot 4508. Registered cover from Bogota to Popayan with 3 copies of the
10t of 1865, Scott 38 and the Ste- Sobreporte stamp, Scott J2. (Editor's note:
I believe this is only known use of 32 cc cover',..
$1928.
Lot 4813. 1968 1 Peso vermillicc. Two ccmplete sheets of 100, cne
showing a horizontal tete-beche strip of 10, Scott 57 57a. $429 versus
Sri Ott catalog value of $3040. ',This seems to have been the best bargain in
the aJction: the ten pairs alone have a retail value of at least
o).

veg

Lot 4819. 1881 lc zreeal, Scott 102, on wrapcer to Berlin $429. Lot
4.820 same to cover from Bogota to Switzerland, wi
another cover with Scott
106 from Cucuta to Berlin, $726. Lots were estir' ,1ted at $99 and $198.
Lot 4938. 1920 /0t airmail, Scott C9, on c: . . 9r from Cartagena to
Barranquilla. $5610 versus $2250 for used stamp
Scott.
Lot 4242. Set of 2920 airmails, Scott c2-clel, used or unused, with some
faults. $12,870 versus Scott catalog $26.250. Lot 4843 complete used set of
sane, one on piece and one on cover, few minor faults $13,21110.
Lot 4e79. AntioqJia 1868 5c, Scott 2. Pair with Medellin i's. (-Lance/.
$1594 versus Scott catalog value of tem as singles.

Lot 4880. Antioquia 1868 10c, Scott 3. Single with Zaragoza ms.
cancel, slight toning. $1594 versus Scott catalog value of $520.
Lot 48802. Antioqiia 1875 10c pale lilacto pelure paper, Scott 28.
Supurb used copy with Pensi/vania ms. cancel. $660 ,ersus Scott catalog value
of $450. Editor's Note: a mercer who exhibits Antioquia tells me he believes
this is the scarcest stamp . of Anticquia, scarcer than Scott 24a.
Lot 4887. 18943 Provincia de Atrato local, Scott Cauca 5, used on cover
to Rio SuciD. $250.
The November Spanish Main auction contained a very starve example of the
Department of Antioquia postal card used, which is listed at $17.50 in Higgins
and Gage. The lot sold for 80 pounds sterling or approximately $140. The
front of the card is illustrated cc the following rage, courtesy of member,
Brian Moorhouse.
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FPf.1M THE EDITCP'S MAILBAG

Ray Irescn wrote to corect my memory of the Panama post card which I
date on his _cry is
scld him some years ago (See August 19i3 CCIPACAPTA).
December 5 1899. Dr. James Helene writes that he has .a mailed to Nancy,
showing a picture of the P.anar.a Canal by Verlag u
France on October 2.
Albert Aust Hamburg `aerie Mittel-America 211. He also has seen a most card
printed by B32@ Carl Schleicher & `:hull Duren, Peinland mailed December 14,
1899 from Panama to Tacoma Park, WA.

1e99

Ray Irescn also inclosed photocopies •4 two of the Colombia 1960 U.N.
souvenir sheets, Scott 725 • whirl-, have identical control nureers, 057027. Has
any other member noticed a similar error? He submitted a photoccpy of an
unusual Colombia bisect on cover which I will publish in a future issue.
Concerning Clyde Maxwell's submission e4the unlisted re ,,enue stamped
Dr. James Helene sent
paper .'From the Editor's Mailbag August
photocopies of several similar items from the 1899-1900 bienio including the
pictured item surcharged 50 centavos. and 9) centavos and 2 pesos values. He
estimates that Forbin listed only about 25% of the Panama revenues and hopes
to prepare a handbook cr them at some time in the future.

191253),

Peuent new me ter, Joseph Geraci, writes to inform membert residing in
'r visiting the Washingtcr D.C. area that there i s a philatelic library
associated with the National Ftilatelic Collection at the Smithscniar
Institution. Merrters wishing to use the library are urged t: call in advance
for an app.nntment to re sire that a staff "lender is available to serve them.
Eric Harris, our Europer remresentative, sent a lcrg letter with a
number of inclosures which I will use as sma:e permits. Concerning Leo Malz's ,
Potential Red Cross Provisional handstarrp (Frcm the Editor's Mailbag August
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1938), he sent photocopies of three covers on which various stamps he been
cancelled with a similar boxed cross. Apparently this was a crude device used
to cancel stairs which were missed by the cancelling machine. Since the
covers originated in various towns, it was probably allied at an intermediate
point, possibly the airmail dispatch facility. The fact that it cancelled the
s3ne 5 centavos 207.rp, which was overprinted as a Fed Cross stamp on the Mal:
cover is apparently a coincidence.
Several members wrote concerning the article on Robert G. Fowler in the
November 1988 issue. Christopher Wrenn sent along photocopies of an article
about the first airplane flight on the Isthmus. by Clarence A. deGiers on
April 21, 1912 together with a commemorative cover for the 40th anniversary of
the flight. Again this material will be the basis for a future article.
Herbert Tindall writes that he has developed a PC ccrputer data base for
Colorbian stawe. The data base is divided into Pegular Postage, Air Mail,
Special Purpose Stan s, Colombian States, Consular Overprints, and Cubiertas.
It includes date of issue, identifying information, catalog nurrter, and
current catalog price or other scale of current pricing. Anyone interested in
examining or acquiring this data he may contact him for details as follows:
Herbert L. TindaILM.D.
121 Germantown Ave.

Christiana, PA 17509
Phone : (21)-593-66E0
Temporary Phone until :ID April 198'4 : (?1,35)-87-.)-9841

SPACE FILLERS

David Leeds gave re a Christmas. present this year by pre pa r ing his four page
article on his ours computer and sending me camera reao copy.
- type face is not
quite the sare, tut it made my task a bit easier. David has prcmised additional
articles for future issues. As you nay have noticed I have had some trouble with my
computer printer which is reflected in the duality of cur publication. Mich of the
stock of printer ribbons available locally is of poor quality with ink partly dried
cut in spite of the protective wrapping.
A number of articles in this issue are concerned with philatelic literature.
On page 53, I take you on a tour of the AJofP. I had always been sorewtat confused
about the Collin g. Calman and tuff articles. It was only during research for this
article that I realized that both were published serially in a periodical. The
decrees copied by Larsen provide a valuable resource for studying early Colombian
postal history. Likewise, the e''tract of the Crawford Catalog provided ty . James
riasus makes available information which is otherwise very difficult to locate.
The Decree of E. August 1352 is important not only because it sets forth
procedures for the transmission of maritime rails between Panama and other Colorbia•
ports, but also because it established the post office in Colon and reorganized the
postal route to tale advantage of the Panama PailrDad. When the railroad from
Cucuta to Puerto. Villamimar was ccmpleted in 193, the government was not so quiok
to act and mail on that route bacame a private operation of the Chamber of Commerce
!Camara de Comercio) of Cucuta.
The overview of the Colortian postal service in the 18th .5 19th centuries is

-
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presented to provide a basis for forthcoming articles which will eeplore the
national routes and the post offices served by them. These will include lists
of offices with postal markings knok‘n to date. The first of these articles
will focus on the Northern Petite from Bogota to Venezuela and will include a
lock. at the correc' de Comercio.
A recent letter has requested that our rtel ers sepeort the issue of a
U.S. commemorative stamp for the 75th Anniversary of the Panama Canal. I
think that this will be a quixotic effort since the policy of the puetal
service, supported by the Citizen's Stamp Advisory Cemmittee, is to
commemorate only loath anniversaries. However, members who support the
prcvosal may write the Citizens Stamp Advisory Committee, 475 L'Enfent Plaza
SW, Washington D.C. 20260, ATTN: Mr. D. B. Pustin.
The Isthmian Collectors Club Journal for March 1968 contained a one page
article on the Judge Tatelman cachets. A. check cif my files confirms that on 9
August 1950, Judge Tatelman performed the marriage ceremcey between your
editor and Luz Maria Caballero in Balboa. At the time I was not aware that I
was being married by a philatelist. The August 1968 issue contained a 4 page
article "Ch the Origin of the Name Gcr gona" on pages 51-54. The
October-November 1988 issue included an 11 pa ge listing of U.S. Navy Slogan
cancels from Panama and the Canal ace prepared by Bob Karrer & Roger
Wentworth. The Decent •r 1988 issue included a 2 page article an "Cigarette
Silks" and 'Cigarette Flannels" which show the Panamanian flag. If you don't
know what silks and flannels are and are curious, photocopies of this article
and the others mentioned are evail-3tle from the COPAPHIL library. Bob Karrer
else reports that the long awaited 1st volume of his har ted , on Panama post
cards is now being printed.
ABOUT DUR CIJVEP. The photo on the 1933 postal
shows Calle Peal.
Barranquilla. The Frenchman who sent this card to Paris commented: "There is
nothing royal except the name".
any older high catalog value mint stamps have heave hinge remnants. As
a cellector, I always soaked better used items that I purchased to r e2rove
hinge remnants and aaaimulated dirt. Like most, I did nothing about hinge
remnants on mint starps. As a dealer, I initially continued the practice and
sold mint stamps with hinge rein ants "as
Seven years ago, I entered the
store of a major New York City dealer and saw an employee behind the counter
carefully painting the back of a stamp with a small brush. I asked if he was
regemmin g the stamp and he replied: "No, I am removing hinge remnants." I
asked what he was using and was a bit surprised by his reply: "Plain water."
Later I tried the technique. I painted a very thin film of water across
the hinge remnant using a fine brush. To my surprise the hinge remnant soon
loosened and could be remcA/ed with tongs. I have found that in 80+7. of the
cases, the hinge rearalets loosen and leave the stamp no worse for wear than if
the hinge had teen peeled. Some older stamps have several laeers of hinge
remnants, often not peelAble hinges, but pieces of gummed paper. These
require more patience and it is wise to practice first on cheaper' stamps.
Such stamps show more signs of hinge removal, but still loo -- better after the
treatment. Experience has shown that heavy hinge remnants sometimes cover
pre-existing thins or tears. This occurs often enough to make me suspect that
hinges were sometimes applied deliberately to conceal flaws. I would advise
buyers should insist on hinge removal by the dealer or on a substantial
discount from the catalog price for mint stamps with hinge remnants.
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235
237
23S

New kieeters(thru 30 Aeril)
Perley, David W.
140 Comerford Rd.
Terpstra, Kenneth D.
W1573 Lake Shore Rd.
Van Rcepay', Rene
Tiendagwardlaen 55

Concord NH 01742
Sharer/ WI 53585
1200 Brussels

ISO
207

Address Chan g eee
Doter:), Ricardo
Follansbee, Nick
Hinsberger, George S.
Ross, Colin

Apartado Aare° 62011
Medellin
Box 3210
Ashland CR 97520
Box 117
Tillscn NY 12486
Staple Close St Audries Taunter Somerset

160
199

Reinstated
Paz-Rovira, Diego
Feldman, Henry O.

'3-11 41st Ave
16 Sycamore Lane

149
C89

USA
USA
BELGILM

CCLOMBIA
USA
USA
ENGLAND

Bayside NY 11301
Roslyn Hts NY 11577

USA
USA

Mr. Perley collects Panama, codes 54, 56 and 66. Mr. Terpstra collects
Panama, codes 63, 64 and 67. Mr. Van Riempay' is a fellow of the RPS London
who is just beginning to collect Colombia. Member Nick Follansbee has
established an auction business, specializing in Mexico. Members interested
in receiving catalogs should write him at his new address sheen above.
We had a small, but interesting, regional meeting at SAN)ICAL.
Lhfortunately, President Debby Friedren caught a severe cold and spent much of
her visit in her hotel rune. See page 82 for an account of the meeting.
Member Kenneth Rowe served as a judge at INDIA 89 in New Delhi. He
reports that it was an interesting show. Colombia exhibits included:
Brigitte Kaplan
Antonio Peinado
Hugo Goggel
Felipe Toro
Alex Rene&
Bernd Sander

19th Century Colombia
Artioquia 186B-1903
Airmail 1919-1930
SCADTA Overprints
Airmail
SCADTA

Large Gold
Large Silver
Gold
Vereeil
Bronze
Large Silver

An important handbook, "Nicaragua to 1940; was published last year by
charter neeteer Clyde Maxwell. This 209 page paperbeind volume is an essential
reference for collectors of this little-studied country. It is well printed
in an uncrowded format with adequate photos and drawings. It lists minor
varieties not found in major catalogs. Each entry is assigned an approximate
retail value. Entries are numbered by Maxwells's own system, with
cross-references to Scott, Gibbers and Yvert. Unissued stamps, prepared to
fill dealer's orders, are listed and properly footnoted. Copies are available
from the author, 2041 Business Canter Drive, Suite 101, Irvine CA 92715.
Memtership dies notices are included with this issue. PLEASE take the
time NOW to mail in your check. The catalog of the 7th CCPAPHIL Mail Bid Sale
is also included with this issue. Send all bids and correspondence
concerning the sale to the Sales Manager %hose addreee is sheen on the
catalog.
Our 1990 general meeting will be held at FLOREX '90 which will be held
at the Omni Hotel/Centrol Complee in Orlando FL from November 2-4.
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FROM Tl-E PRESIDENT'S DESK

It is so easy to get diverted from indoor hobbies at this time of year,
so I hope that an attamik of spring fever will not distract anyone from taking
a good lock at the incredible mail sale that our hard working sales manager
has put together. This is our largest sale to date. Also noteworthy is the
diversity of material. A :areful review of the sale catalog should reveal
lots to tempt many of you. While we have had a core of enthusiastic bidders
in past sales, it is a small core. I find it hard to believe that only about
15% of you have been able to find anything of interest in past sales. If you
haven't seriously though of our sale as a place to lock for additions to your
collection before now, I urge you to lock this new catalog over. You may be
pleasantly surprised.
Looking ahead, we

have accepted

the formal

invitation

of FLCREX '90 to

have our next convention at their show. The show will be held Noveriber 2-4,
1990 in Orlando, Florida. With strong member participation, this effort
should be every bit as successful as BALPEX '88. We hope that this time some
of our Latin American members will be able to attend and exhibit. The dates
should not conflict with any other major shows. If anyone has suggestions for
activities or programs you would like to see included, or if you would like to
offer to help do some advance work, please let me know. Though it seems like
a long time away, it is not too early to start thinking about exhibiting
there. Our one frame "by mail" competition is a great introduction to
exhibiting if .ou have never tried it before. You still have a little time to
enter. The deadline for entries is July 31, 1989. If you have misplaced the
application, Jim Cross will be happy to send you another.
Lastly, it
1989-1990 dues.
encourage you to
with your check.

is the time of the year when we send out notices for
Our dues remain unchanged despite cur increasing activity. I
send any suggestions that you have for new activities along
I hope all of you will choose to continue as members.
Debby Friedman

COLOMBIA TODAY
For several years we have received this 8 page newsletter published by
the Coloetia .Information Service in New York utich provides information about
Colombia and its economic activity. These newsletters are a‘ailable from our
library. Recent subjects include:
V22 #9 Diversification o"1-mt.in T t Ae
V2'2 #10 Colombian Tocrisr
trastrnoture Improvemerts
V22 #11 Tte rolombian
- 1987
V22 #I2 The
Bogota Trade Fair
V.". #1 Colombia's Textile and Apparel Ini.Istries
Eogota Celebrates 4F.Oth Anniversary
.
:: i i i l C: any
#? ECCPETROL, The
.
Cc.lombi a ' s Car ibbeaInyestmert
VL:! #5 Manufacturing and Mn_icatia
V23 #6 Foreign Investment in
10'3 #7 Transportation? and Ccrouricatius in Colombia
V'2'3 #8 Colcmbia's Agricultural 'ector
31 1

:O.:
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LA BIBLIOTECA
by Robert D'Etia, CCFAPHIL Librarian

This issue of COPACARTA contains an index of the articles which appeared
in the bulletin of the Mused Filatelico de Medellin. Although the titles are
in Spanish, it is hoped that me..friers will find articles of interest. The
library has a complete run of this publications, numbers 1-18 published
between 1979 and 1983.
During the past quarter, the library was extremely fortunate in
obtaining some excellent references from mepLers and friends. From Colonel
James DeVoss we receive an unbound copy of his monumental work, "Via Panama"
which shows his extensive collection of covers from the Isthmian route and
includes copies of his numerous articles concerning this service and the
forwarding agents who operated in Panama. The volumecontains 410 pages.
Dr. Nikolas Bojanic, :fir new merker from Barranquilla, sent us a total
of 39 issues of Fil-6a, the journal of the Club Filatelico de Barranquilla.
This complete our run of this journal from #1 of Decenter 1959 thru #59 of
March 1985 with the exception of #49. If anyone can provide an original copy
or xerox of the missing number, it will be greatly appreciated. We are
especially indebted to Dr. Bojanic for his kind assistance.
In response to our President's xpeal we have also received photocopies
of exhibit pages from Larry Crane - 'In Search of El Dorado" and John Thompson
- "Colombia SCADTA." Additicnal material has been donated by Cebby Friedman
and Jim Cross. May thanks to all of the contributors and to the members who
have supported and used the libraries facilities and services.

Prior to the organization of COPAPHIL, there was no specialized
p.itlication devoted to Panamanian philately. A number of authors published
the results of their rosoarch in the Oxcart, the journal of the Society of
Costa Pica Collectors (mrnRico). The following is a list of articles which
appeared in Oxcart between 1973 and 1983 excerpted from the Index . to Costa
Pican Philatelic Literature published by Hectcr P. Mena.

Panama
The Second Issue of Panama (Thomas). Ox
158-9.
the Provisional Issues of Panama: 1903-6
(Thomas). Ox 67/46-7; 66/69-72; 69/110-2.
The Varieties of Panama 233 (Sauber). Ox 79/
36-41; 82/15-7.
The Meeting at Paso Canoa (Edwards). Ox 88,
71-7.
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NATICNAL POSTAL PCUTE NUW3EP 4 - T E NORTHERN ROUTE
by Jim Cross

The route which was to become the Northern Route was established by the
Viceroy of New Granada on 7 August 1751 Cl). Although the postal service in
the New World had been granted as a monopoly to the cunt of Castille j e y del
Puerto and his heirs, no regular postal service had been organized in the New
Kingdom of Grandada until that date. The route laid out was from Bogota to
Tunja, Cerinza, Sativa, Tiaooque, Tequia, Chitaga, Pamplona, San Cristobal and
from there to Maracaibo. The trip was scheduled to take 32 days and the rate
for a letter was 1 112 reales to Pamplona and 3 reales from Panplona to
Maracaibo.
The route led from Bogota in a generally northeasterly direction to the
town of Soata in Boyaca, thence almost We north to Cucuta, where it turned
east to Rosario and the Venezuelan border. The middle section of the route
passed thru the valley of Boyaca along the northern bank of the Rio
Chicamocha. After crossing a pass in the Eastern Cordillera it continued
along the eastern slopes of the mountains thru Pamplona to Cucuta. It is not
the shortest route between Bogota and Cucuta (702 kilometers by current roads
according to the Exxon roadmap versus 686 kilometers for the route via
Bucaramanga and Pamplona to Cucuta which is now the route of the Panamerican
highway), but it was the fastest by horseback. In 1877 the segment of the
northern route from Bogota to Pamplona was scheduled for 8 days and 22 hours,
while the same trip on the Northeast route via Bucaramanga was scheduled for
10 days and 2 hours.
The trip from Bogota to Rosario was scheduled for 12 days 12 hours in
1877. It can be seen
1788, 11 days 1 hour in 1859, and 11 days 17 hour =that there was little change in the route for more than a century. The small
towns mentioned on the schedules of the routes var. in the references
consulted, but the main towns do not change.
From Bogota the route passed thru Sesquile and Choconta in Cundinamaroa.
Entering Boyaca it passed thr., Tunja and Paipa to Santa Posa de Viterbo. In
1768 it crossed the Rio Chicamccha near Cerinza and passed thru Sativa
(Sativanorte?) to Soata. In the nineteenth century, the route apparently
followed the north bank of the river and Sativanorte was served by a feeder
route. This route and its transverse routes served 311 of the towns in Boyaca
except Chiquinquira which vas on the Northeast route to Bucaramanga. Route 4
entered Santander at Capitanejo; passed thru Malaga, Concepcion, Pamplona,
aninacota, Cucuta and Rosario in that department and met the Venezuelan, mails
at the border between Posario and San Antonio de Tachira. Service was
bi-monthly in 1794, 3 tires a month in 1825, and weel .r ly in 1959 and 1977. In
1877 there was also a sec . aiete monthl • service of encomiendas which was
scheduled for 13 daas 4et , 4e0en Bogota and Posario.
There were acre '_hinges in the transverse routes during the century.

Feeder routes crossed the meunaains of Boyaca and served towns in the
Provinces of Casanare and Arauca. The main town served by the feeder routes
was Sogarroso. Amacg fee.Jer routes listed at different times were:
1768 Tunja to 'raagawso. Moracte, Fore and mire
1768 Pore to Santiago de las Atalayas
1794 Cucuta to San Cayenne, Salazar and 0c03 1,1')
1359 Tunja to So parcsa, Labranza-grande and Moreno (bi-weekly)
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1859 Sogamoso to Chareza and Sirguasa (bi-weekly)
1859 Moreno to Arauca (each 4 weeks)
1859 Moreno to Actiara del Meta (each 4 weeks)
1859 Soata to Chita and MUneoue (weekly)
1877 Tunja to Sogamoso, Labranzagrande and Nunchia (weekly)
1877 Choconta to Guat9ie (weekly)
1877 Choccnta to Tibara, Pesca, Sogamoso, Socha, Salina We
Chita), Tame and Arauca (weekly) (2)
1877 Tunja to Sogamoso (weekly)
1877 Sogamoso to Salina de Pajarito (twice monthly)
1877 Soata to Cocuy
1877 Pore to Tamara (how mail reached Pore not shown)
(1) The feeder line to Ocana was later replaced by a connector line
from Puerto Nacional to Cucuta via Ccana which was administered as a part of
the Atlantic Rcute.
(2) The service to Arauca via Moreno and Labranzagrande in 1859 was
replaced by service via Salina de Chita and Tame in 1877. The 1877 feeder
line on the south bank of the Rio Chicamocha provided faster service from
Bogota to Sogamoso.
Two connecting routes are mentioned, connecting with the towns on the
Northeast Route:

1859 Soata to Onzaga, Mogotes and San Gil (weekly)
1877 Tunja to Leyva, Moniquira and Velez (weekly)
Covers originating in towns on the Northern Route Five been reported
during the pre-stamp period from Arauca, Chire, Cocuy, ( )n Jose de) Cucuta,
Labranzagrande, Leyva, Malaga, Morcote, Moreno, Paipa, P_,pplona, Pore, Rosario
(de Cucuta), Salina de Chita, Santa Rosa de Viterbo, San • :ago de las Atalayas,
Sativa, Serinza, Soata, Sogamow, Tequia, and Tunja.
It is important to note that the references only give the scheduled
durations of the trip. There is documentary evidence that the schedules were
not always met, ecpc=ially in periods of bad weather. Curing periods of civil
disturbance, which were frequent in the I gth century, mail service was
M imes suspea-Ided. For exalple; reference 5 indicates that because of the
disturbances in 1876-1877, the dispatch of endomiondas or all routes
except the Atlantic route was suspended in September 1876 and the dispatch of
mails on the Northern Route was discontinued in November 1875 and not resumed
until April 1877.
Mail. on all main naticcal routes was transported by private contractors
in 1877 rather than by 2o%erment amplcyees. A . zontr,:t was signed 15
Cecarber 1875 for 2 . ,,ears with Segundo Grau for transport of both mails and
encomiendas on the main Northern Pcote (Diario Of icial 3625!.
A strip map showing the route and its transverse routes is shoun on the
meet page. The table on the following page lists the national post offices
known co this rcote and its tfrSVer84 77:' motes with the 19th century postal
markings reported by class. M' -ELF indicates manuscript markings reported on
stamps of the 1859-1836 period and MS-PC indicates manuscript markings have
been reported cn stamps of 1986-1904. Handstxp markings are reported frcm
only FS , p f the towns on the rcute. The numter of reported ccvers originating
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on this route between 1859 and 1904 is quite small. Many are unique. A
number of the more unusual items are pictured on page 75-76.
TABLE CF POSTAL MARKINGS KNOWN FROM TOWS CN NATIONAL POUT 4, 1859-1904

Town
Arauca
Buenavista
Chinacota
Choconta
Cocuy
Concepcion
Cucuta
Duitama
Guatavita
Guayaque
La Uvita
L4oranzagrande
Leiva
Malaga
Moniquira
Moreno
Niunchias
Orocue
Paipa
Pamplona
Pesca
Pore
Rosario
Salina de Chita
Salina de Pajarito
Santa Rosa Viterbo
Sativanorte
Sesquile
Soata
Socha
Sogamoso
Tamara
Tame
Tibana
Tunja
TOTALS

HANESTANFS BY CLASS
MANUSCRIPT
Dept MS-EU MS-RC VI VII VIII IX X XI XII
Boy
Boy

San
Cun
Boy

San
San
Boy
Cun

/

3

1

1

7
1
1

Boy
Boy
Boy
Boy
San
Boy
Boy
Boy
Boy
Boy.
Cun
Boy
Boy
San
Boy
Boy
Boy
Boy
Cun
Boy
Boy
Boy.

2
2

1*

X
X
X

TOTAL

1

1

1

X.
X

1
1

1

X
1*
X
X
X

X

1

X

1

1

1*

1

1
1
7

2

Is

1

1*

X

1

3
1

1
X

X
x

It

1

1

:1

1
4

BOy

Boy
Boy
Boy

X

16

t Indicates this mat i r,{ 1-nco,n
handttamped on acub i .s. f t,.

3

1

It

4

50

cover. The La lJvita Tlarking is known

All Class VI hard :rangy =_ Ire Type VI-1F e , cep t Moreno
which is Type VI-2F. aJcuta, ParPi r:fla and Tunja used
mcdified Class VI-1 markings; Tunja used a town name in
oval; Cucuta and Soganmo used town names in double ovals;
Two other Class VII markings are shown at the right. The
three Class XI markings are of T4 2 ins,:rited COPPEOS
NACICCALE at the t_-: c f.see the .7ent_er illustration in last
month's article).
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1839 stampless cover from PAMPLONA DEBE to Bogota. Illustrated by Rodriguez,
collection of Juan Santa Maria.

Block of 10 of 1859 leo Violet (Scott #3) with ms cancel CHOCOVTA.
classic multiples e4 Coloubial philately. E4-Caspary.

One of the

;01011.1holin!

itr•
2t.ts•t!,c7.

1863 lec Blue (Scott 19) with ms cancel
CUOJTA to Maracaibo. Pre-UN covers to
to Venezuela are quite scarce.
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leis2 50c green block of 4 (Scott 21)
with Tunja cancel. COPINPHILA Sale
Ch=tober 1982, Lot 9101.

CORACAPTA

Reverse of
1904 inflation
cover from
Sixha to
Washingtcn
D.C. Dated m=
cancel of
SO:14A. Frew
collection of
D. Friedman.
Earlinst
reported
cover from
Socha and only
recorded
inflaticr
cover from as
tor

4,

1A J
, 1 9 1,3
ri.

on Rour=.

1 Lja,
g

Ar ot'

REIVACTOM

129:

;reducecr from Cucuta r.o
•y ith violet oval CDS and far.:-,
tO h?,nOttarc
Marked frnnon in vic1,=:ith Earra
ila paq.:elbot markin gs
Ate'..idos
9 1927 .
4E1.
yYrrrar

1297 ounerta from Bogota to La
of E. Harris.
Crl ! feported I gt• oentury marking
from L3 l ivita.

fr-Errm-P-Tg.z :
lc ettinger,

Juan. "Estado' C:eneral de Tr.,4J: el Virreynato de Santa Fe de
ota Filatelico
Bog ota. Peal Penta o Correos - le de Octubre 17E8." Bo g
#17, Feb 72 pp. 27-30 yid 418 pp. 5-7.
ToCon Hohman. Julie. "Nace la PepuOlioa Orzaniza OaS CCITS.C,S. " Ecgota
Filatelico #29 May 1979 pp . 2-15.

2' Tolocn de Parama, Julio 5 Tcton Hchmann,
I.-31ada, 1822-12E2.

Eogcta Filatelicm

"Los Corroco en la 4.Jeva
Mar-h 1980 PP. 39-53.

Decree of 22 July 12E9. Gaceta Oficial 2414 27 Jul P359.
Informe :lel Director Jeneral de Correcs 1 Telegrafos Macicnales.
Iacrenra el Progesc. _Bogota. 1E Der 1277. 28 pages.
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THE CORREC DE CCNERCID CF CUCUTA
by Jim Crime

The city of Orate is located on the eastern slopes of the Cordillera
near the Venezuelan border. Since l gee it has been the capital of the
Department of Norte del Santander. It was the birthplace of General Francisco
cap Paula Santander, hero of the war of Independence and first president of the
Republic of New Granada. In colonial times it was not the largest town in the
region and the provincial capital was located at Pamplona. However, in the
second half of the 19th century it grew rapidly, at the center of a rich
farming area. In lam a railroad was completed from the town to Puerto
Santander on the banks of the Rio Zulia. The Rio Zulia wee navigable by
stemetcets between Puerto Santander and Lake Maracaibo and the railroad and
river route promoted growth by providing a maah$ for shipping crops to
Maracaibo in Venezuela for export.
The Colombian goverment did not make use of this new route to provide
improved postal service between are in Santander and foreign countries.
Instead, a private postal service, the "Correa de Cceercio", was organized by
the Chanter of Ccoreece of Cucuta to carry mail by the rail and river route to
Maracaibo. There are two references to the service in the literature. Luis
Rodriguez devoted two chapters of his book "Lae Corrects y las Estamillas de/
Cucuta y diet Norte de Santander" to the service and the history of the
railroad. However, his account is incomplete and the work is not widely known
outside of Colombia. The Colombiar Study Grcup published a one page article,
on the Correa de Cceercio in the Mainsheet, Volume 4. Lhfortunately, this
article contains several factual errors, which will be pointed out below.
In =piling his history of the postal service in Norte de Santander,
Rodriguez was unable to document the organization of the service, and the
exact date when it began operation is not know. The earliest cover that /
have recorded was mailed in September 1890. Since the cancelling devices used
by the Correo del Comercio did not include dates, the approximate dates of
malting nest be determined from transit and receiving markings. This cover
has a transit marking from Curacao of 25 September e390.
To insure that the mail carried by the Correo del Comercio would be
accepted in foreign countries, the stamps of the Colombian national postal
service were used. The stamps were always cancelled by handstamps of the
Correo del Comercio, Cucuta. However, covers are known with return aedresses
of merchants in other towns in Norte del Santander. A March 1994 cover in my
collection from a merchant in Pamplona bears no other postal markings
indicating that it was prcbably carried privately from Pamplona to Cucuta.
Rodriguez illustrated a 1901 cover from a company with offices in Bogota,
Bucaramanga, San Gil and Socorro which also showed no other markings.
An April 1905 cover in the collection of Anthony Wilkinson is shown on

the next page. It is franked on the reverse by 2 of the 2 centavos stamps of

the 1904 Arango issue, cancelled by a rectangular Chinacota date stamp, Class
X1-2, dated 4 Apr 1905. On the front there is another Chinacota CDS; a
handstaep of the national post office in Cucuta, dated 5 Apr 1905; a strike of
the fourth type of Correo del Comercio handstamp; and a large T, probably from

the national postal agency in Cucuta. Although hardstamped "COLLECT POSTAGE 2
CENTS" by the Rochester, New York post office, no postage due stares are
affixed. This cover suggest that by 1905 the national postal agency in Cucuta
was turning over mail addressed overseas to the Correo del Comercio.
-77-
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Apparently the Correa del Ccrercio had at a shortage of 1 centavo stamps
in 1695-1896, possibly die to the civil disturbances of that year. A number
of covers are known with bisects of the 2 centavos stamp paying the 1 centavo
circular rate. Che of these, illustrated on page 79, shows the corner cut off
to permit verification of contents. A similar cover was offered as lot 46H in
the Sixth CCPAFHIL mail bid sale and illustrated in the sale catalog.
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The Correo del Comercio used four different types of handStamps
illustrated below. Rodriguez also illustrated a Registration label shown on
the cover pictured below.

Type I is similar
to type II, with
the town name in
italics,
TYPE I

TYPE II

TYPE III

-79-
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Type I is known used from September 18Ve struck in blue.
Type I/ is known used as late as May 1896, struck in violet.
Type III is known used from 1895 to Merch 1905 struck in violet.
Type IV is known used from April 1905 struck in violet.
The most interesting aspects of the Correa del Cbmercio for the postal
historian arcee cut of the '1000 Days" and its aftermath. Cucuta was a
stronghold of the Liberal party and was occupied by the rebel forces from
%weber 1899 just after the revolution began (not 1898 as stated in
Mainsheet) until June 1980. During this period the retests issued postage
stamps inscribed "E. U. de Colombia, Gobierno Provisional" and a second issue
on which provisional was charged to provieorio (See "The 103? Days",
CCPACARTA, Noverebar 1983). These are incorrectly listed by Scott as Santander
101-113, but correctly listed as revoluticnary issues by Gibbons. These
stamps probably could not have been used to pay postage on mail to foreign
countries if the Correa del Comercio had not existed. As it was, letters
bearing these stamps were carried to Venezuela by the service and the stamps
were accepted by the Venezuelan authorities. An article by Gustavo Michelson,
"The Provisional Stares of Colombia," which originally appeared in the
Deutsche Briefmarken Zeitung was translated in the American Journal of
Philately for January 1903. It stated:
The postage stares issued in Cucuta by the insurgents in 1933 are no
better. Cucuta was at that time occupied for several months by the
revolutionary troops and their leader, Gen, Vargas Santos, by a decree ordered
the issue of postage stave. But, as Cucuta was surrounded by the government
troops and could, consequently, have no corrunicaticn with the outside world,
the stamps were superflous. A few letters for abroad were forwarded by way of
Venezuela by a private postal company, and these bear the stamps of the
so-called provisional government together with the stamps of the Company.
(Correa de Cceercio - Cucuta). (Editor's Note: Michelson second reference to
is apparently to the handstamps which cancelled the provisional stamps,
possibly a mistake in translation}. These letters were delivered to the
addressees without any charge for postage due: but this is not to be taken as
a proof that the stamps were issued regularly and for postal purposes.
Everybody knows that letters which do not bear the tax mark (T) of the country
of origin are to be considered by the foreign postal authorities as properly
prepaid - 'sect erreur evidente says the postal convention. As the letters
coming from Cucuta that we are speaking of bore a stamp and no remark
concerning insufficient prepayment, they could not be taxed abroad."
Michelscn's remarks cannot always be trusted. For example; Cucuta was
not surrounded by government truuee between the date of the liberal victory at
g
An
Peralceso in October 11399 and their defeat at Palcnegro in May of
examp le of a provisional stare used co a commercial cover is illustrated on
the next page, courtesy of Debby Friedman.

Da .

The Mainsheet article stated: 'when the government regained Cucuta they

allowed the COWED DE CCMERCIO to use up stocks of these provisicrals at the
full gold rate, generous inasmuch as some of the other civil war issues were
obtainable at a euch cheaper rate and considerate inasmuch as the provisicnals
were inscribed Estados Unidos instead of Republica." I have not seen a cover
with these stares dated during a time when the Liberals did not control

Cucuta. If anyone has such a cover, please contact the author. The was a
second Liberal occupation of Cucuta in 1901 by forces that had fled to
Venezuela in 1920. This occupation was short-lived.
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stamp: nad teen accepted by
It Is possible t.hat si r ::, the
-.7nrinued to, to used b!, the Correa
Venezuelan authorities in MarBoaitc.
d' Comerc:o in p?eo-i' loi without Permiss::n :f the government. Newly
disc Bred lat3 reported LeIcw indicates
at sil . ,er currency circulated in
Cucuta and this was not affected by the inflation _7J the paper currency in use
in most •f Colombia.
Lau: 33 of 1943 which established the new gold currency for CoIcubia
listed the Province
Cucuta 35 one of eight areas in which sit.er
turrency would ocntinue to circulate. The 1207 postal code showed that pcstat
salaries :n the province were still gi . ,er In eiter currency in that year.
Two
err in my cbllection indicate that the postal rare change of 1 January
1904 which req.lired f rankine Cy stamps Jenominated in icld currency or
franking with older issues ar the rate of 100 to 1 waS not followed ty the
Corrso del Cl'ulercio. These are a 1-:'ecemter 1904 cover to Maw York franked p ith
the 5 centavos stamp of the Bogota issue
1902 Lte,d a March 1905 cover,
11_',.99 paying the sin g le
illustrated below, with th.a 10 centavos =romp
fcreign rate.
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It is not known when the "Correo de Cemercio" was discontinued. The
Wilkinscn cover is the latest dated cover which has been brcuget to nosy
ettention. I mould also appreciate hearing of any later covers. There are
Still a number of arose for further reeearch other than those already cited.
It is not knew Weather any incoming mail was carried by the "Correo del
Comercio. Ae far me I know no search has been made in the archives of
newspapers in Cucuta or Maracaibo for announcerents cf the service. Also no
search her teen mode of the archives of the Venezuelan Postal AdMinietraticn
for aerserents or correspondence with the Correo dal Comercio, Rodriguez
reported that a search of the files of the Camara del Comercie of acute
yielded nothing.

T!-E SAN DIEGO GET TD3ETHOR
by Wallace Craig

One of the great rewards that we all can have as a stamp collector or
philatelist is to meet great people. I was given this privilege at SANDICAL
in See Diego in February of this year.
First let ma digress a little and get me into COPAPHIL. At SESCAL 1963
wandered into a group who were meeting. There were four or five people
setting around talking about their collecting, So I asked what the meeting was
and what did everyone collect. Of course, I was told Colombia and its former
State or Department of Panama made up the major collecting interest, I
reesetered that I had a little mee lot of Colombia, so I joined.
I

We have green from a small organization to one with over tee members.

There have been meetings at various shows around the country. The nurrber
attending has been small, but that should not stop us from meeting. I

received an invitation to attend a meeting of the Royal Feilatelic Society of
London in San Diego. The letter included the calendar of events at SANDICAL
where the Royal was to gather. I noticed that our group was also going to
meet on the same weekend at the show.
I thought this would be a great time to meet fellow members, but I had
no idea of the fine members I would be able to meet. First of all, I was
unaware that our President, Debby Friedman was going to be at the show with
her 1-13.2irtiful collection. One item in particular was a returned portion of a
reply card. Avery nice unicee item. I have collected postal stationery for
years and I have never seen one like this.

Our President did one bad thing. That was to bring a cold to San Diego.
Then California did not hel p by having rather cold weather (cold for us that
is). For this we apologize. We had our meeting with 6" members: Debby

Friedman, David Leeds, Bob D'Elia, Michael Dixon, Jim Cross and myself. We
had one guest, the wife of a menter whose name I must with red face whet that
I do not remerter.
We were in for a royal treat which was in concert with the Royal

weekend. Our President gave talk on collecting the stal..,s of Colombia. in
the talk included SCADTA airmails. It was a well organized presentation and
extremely interesting. She showed slides of some beautiful material. All in
all it was a great meeting. Those of you who lived close enough and did not
attend missed an exciting event and also missed meeting Debby.
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PANAMA

FPOVISICCIAL REGISTPA T 1Cfl 7AMF CF 1885

Pay Ireson
The provisional registration stamp piotured below is not listed :n
standard stamp catalogs. Since Fanama postal audits for the period are
minimal, the deliveries of the Colombian registration stamp of lee for th s
period are not -nown. An armed rebellion had started in Colombia in Maroh
1885 and addc:I al -supplies of stamps from Bogota mist have been interrup ed.

1

i
t

y

Confirmation that provisional measures had been taken is found in the
Gaceta de Panama for March 1385.
The postmaster, Gregorio Cbrego, advised
that no st3rps were avail able at the Parama post office. He stated that mail
would be forwarded once the fee had been paid and that a carcelaticn marking
would acknowledge this payment in accordance with U.P.U. regulations. He also
advised that the U.P.U. had been advised of this action.
A stamplocc cover dated March 7, 1985 is the earliest known confirmation
of this stampless period. The illustrated cover was sent to the Scott StaTip
Coin Company on 15 April J885. There are no regular postage stamps. The
Panama registration label is in black on pink. It is backstamped in New York
23 April 1885. The blacf antique type Agencia Postal Panama c.d.s. was used
from .epteuber 1883 until the middle of P38 .
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POSTAGE STAMPS
OF LATIN AMERICA
Jim A Luz Cross
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EARLY PANAMA PHILATELIC JCIRNALS
Soma radars my hove noticed that no Panama periodicals were listed in
James Neguie article in the previous issue of COPACARTA. Unfortunately, your
editor found that there was not quite enough space on the page for all of the
periodicals in the Crawford collection. The two Panama periodicals are:

EL FILOTELISTA
Panama, Caetulo Villamil

Nos. 1-7 August 1886 - May 1887

REVISTA FILATELICA
Panama, Aizpuru y Andreve

Nos. 1-2 October - November 1894

By a fortunate coincidence a wrapper has just been found that
undoubtedly was used to mail a copy of El Filatelista. This wrapper is
It shows a late use of the 1 centavo stamp of the 1863
illustrated below.
issue in Panama. The stamp is cancelled by a barely distinguishable PANAMA
oval handetamp. On the back is the dated handstamp of the editor of El
Filotelista, Carlos Villamil. From the 31 May 1867 date, it 986M6 likely that
this wrapper wee used to mail a copy of the 7th and last issue of the piper
a subscriber in Copenhagen.

to

SPACE FILLERS (Continued from Page 92)
Thanks to Bill Sauter and Ray Ireson for their short articles on Panama
and to Eric Harris for the photocopy of the official cover shown on page 85.
Jamee Negus has sent me an initial summary print-out of his register of
Colombian States covers, containing data from a number of auction catalogs and
private collectors. The in numerous are covers with bisects of Bolivar #2
with 13 recorded thus far. Members owning Colombian states covers are urged
Photocopies can be sent with your 1989-1993
to cooperate with this project.
dues payments. Dr. Helme had reported that no copies of the 1887 2c of Panama
were known on cover. In his search of auction catalogs, Negus found a cover
franked with lc, 2c and 2et stampe of that issue, pictured as lot 6179 of the
Kohler Auction of 12 October 1979.
-84-
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COJNTERFEIT LATE PEE STAMP OF PANAMA
by J.W,

Saber

A counterfeit of Scott 16b, the double averprint variety of the 1917
Panama Late Fee staffp, has been identified.

OFNUINE

CaUTEPFEIT

The 0,..erprint sire is the same f•r both the genuine and counterfeit,
namel
1'_mm. wide by 9ffm, tall. kcve-ier, the lower line of the counterfeit
is in anticp_pe type, 3 • d not very well printed at that. Color of the genuine
overprint is blaci-isf-, green, bit. the ocainterfeit is light green. The
counterfeit has been seer, thus far onl ? as a double overprint.
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T1€ MARKET REPORT

By now I an sure that most members have seen the advance publicity from
Scott Publications concerning the 1990 catalogs. Their announced purpose is
to realign catalog prices with retail market prices. For each country, a
cut-off date will be established. After the cut-off date, the prices for mint
stamps will be for never-hinged examples. Prior to the cut-off date, the
prices for mint stamps will be for lightly hinged examples and never-hinged
copies will presumably sell for a premium above catalog price.
Scott is also planning to refine its definitions of condition.
Condition description will be divided into two parts. The first will describe
the 44Jality of the imp teielon, primarily the centering. The second part will
be the physical condition of the slam, including quality of the cancelation,
tears, thins, etc. It remains to be seen how dealers and collectors will
react to the changes. One problem is that no printed dealer stock pages
provide the condition categories that Scott proposes to use. It is not known
how completely the prices of the stamps will be adjusted. Presumably the
prices of almost every stamp in the catalog must be adjusted. OCPAPHIL was
invited to participate in the process for Colombia and Panama, but the
invitation was received with such short notice that we were unable to respond
for the 1990 edition. We had previously offered to assist with catalog
listing, on a "quid pro quo" basis of securing updates to the listings to
reflect the results of research findings over the past 30 years.
The annual auction of the Galeria Filatelica de Barcelona was held on 7,
8, and 9 March 1989. This is a favorite of your editor because each lot is
listed with a starting bid, a practice 1 would like to see adopted in all
auctions. It provides protection for the seller by insuring that the lot will
not be sold for an unreasonably low bid if there is no competition.
The sale of 66 lots of Colombia and 12 lots of Panama included (all
prices realized include 15% buyer's commission, 115 pesetas = 1 dollar):
A 1783 cover from Madrid to La Plata, Bolivia with a CARTAGENA DE INDIAS
transit mark sold for 80,500 posotas ($700).
An 1859 stampless cover from Santa Marta to New York with a British Paid at
Santa Marta marking sold for 132,250 pesetas ($1152).
1880 cover from Paris to San Gil franked with 2 one franc French stamps and
with the Colombian internal postage paid by 5 and 10 centavos stamps of the
1877 issJe sold for 690,000 pesetas ($6000), the minimum bid. This cover was
described as a probably uni que example of this franking on incoming mail.
An

A 1919 airmail (C1) on cover to Pto Colombia sold for 207,000 pesetas ($1800).
A 1929 crash cover from Bogota to Germany, illustrated by Kessler and probably
unique, sold for 138,000 pesetas ($1200).
A 1900 cover from Cucuta to Paris franked with a 10 centavos stamp of the
gobierno provisional issue (see page 81) sold for 41,400 pesetas ($360).
A 1904 registered cover from Panama to Hamburg franked with 5 copies of the 2
centavos w/ 2nd Panama overprint and an unlisted REPUSLICA DE PANAMA overprint
(incorrectly listed in the auction catalog) sold for 42,125 pesetas ($375).
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COMAPTA
BIBLIWRAPW - EULLETINE CC THE 'MUSEC I FILAJELIC° DE MEDELLIN"
by Fctert A. UEIia, COPARHIL Librarian

This journal, pkitlished by the Philatelic Slueum of MedelIir, under
auspices of the Par•° de la Pepublu:a, included s= .2rre 1'7' issues, caJbhA-ied
between January l979 and .April 1983. 'Wile not widely . 1-Innwn to rhIlatelisTs
dutside of Colootia, these issues :ontain rurercus articles of sigrIficahce to
student= of Colombian
This inde• breaks dbup the arti•:les into categories by siAbject and
period of issuance in the
' regular postage issues a•d airmails. Scott
catalog numbers, shown In box__
a indicate the starcs discussed in
are available from the CI:C A PHIL
each article. All •
The references are designated „is fclIou..s Whole Number ;Jecrith-Yepages, i.e. 4(1-ie .) p. 14-1 7 .
Prephilately:
El Primer Acuerda Postal de la Nueva Granada, (El Convenio Postal
Grancolombiano - 1833, 31 Oct.): Julio Tobon Hohmann, 5(1-80) p.
14-17.

La Prefilatelia Colombiana: Juan Santa Maria Alvarez, 10(4-81) p. 3 - 26.
Resumen Historico de Los Correos en Colombia: Juan Santa Maria
Alvarez, 2(4-79) p. 9-15.
Regular Issues, 1859 - 1874 (Scott 0 1-69):
Colombia: Estampillas de 1859-1860, (Scott 0 1-12) Jairo Londono
Tamayo, 6(4-80) p. 3-15.
Los Biseetados de Colombia: (Scott 0 47, 103-108, 109, etc.), John
N. Myer (Translated by Hernan Gil Pantoja), 12(10-81) p. 20-29.
Resumen Historico de Los Correos en Colombia: Juan Santa Maria
Alvarez, 2(4-79) p. 9-15.
Estampillas de Colombia: (Scott #

1),

Unknown, 4(10-79) p. 3.

Cronologia de las Estampillas Colombianas, 1 Parte, Siglo X/X: (Scott
0 1-69 etc.), Hernan Gil Pantoja, 14(4-82) p. 3-10.
Rail:liar Issues, 1877-1899 (Scott 0 73 - 173):
Estampillas de Colombia: (Scott

130), Unknown, 5(1-80) p.

3.

El Liberatador Simon Bolivar En La Filatelia Columbiana: (Scott 0 130,
etc.), Juan Marino Sanchez, 2(4-79) p. 9-15.
Resumen Historico de Los Correos en Colombia: Juan Santa Maria
Alvarez, 2(4-79) p. 9-15.
-87-
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Cronologia de las Estampillas Colombianas, 1 Parte, Siglo XIX, Hernan
Gil Pantoja, 14(4-82) p. 3-10.
Regular Issues, 1900 - 1924 (Scott # 174 - 380):
Emision Conmemorativa del Centenario de la Independencia: (Scott
#331-338), Hernan Gil Pantoja, 6(4-80) p. 16-26.
La Emision Perkins: (Scott # 339-350, 373-374), Hernan Gil Pantoja,
7(7-80) p. 3-23.
El Liberatador Simon Bolivar En La Filatelia Colombiana: (Scott #
211-215, 334, 337-338, 343, 373) Juan Marino Sanchez, 8(10-80) p. 4-21
Los Escudos de $50 y $100: (Scott 323-324), Hernan Gil Pantoja,
11(7-81) p. 12-28.
Resumen Historico de Los Correos en Colombia: Juan Santa Maria
Alvarez, 2(4-79) p. 9-15
Cronologia de las Estampillas Colombianas, II Parte, Siglo XX: Hernan
Gil Pantoja, 15(7-82) p. 3-11.
Issues 1924 - 1981 (Scott # 381 - 893):
Las Estampillas Colombianas del Postcentenario: (Scott # 700-705, 709,
712), Hernan Gil Pantoja, 15(7-82) p. 12-27.
Las Estampillas Colombianas del Postcentenario: (Scott # 713-725),
Hernan Gil Pantoja, 16(10-82) p. 3-24.
Resumen Historico de Los Correos en Colombia: Juan Santa Maria
Alvarez, 2(4-79) p. 9-15.
Las Emisiones de Colombia en 1979: (Scott # 871-876) Beatriz Pantoja
de Gil, 5(1-80) p. 4-13.
Las Emisiones Colombianas 1980: (Scott # 877-888), Hernan Gil Pantoja,
9(1-81) p.
Las Emission Perkins (Scott # 400-405), Hernan Gil Pantoja, 7(7-80) p.
3-23.
Estampillas de Colombia: (Scott # 408, 566), Unknown, 8(10-80) p. 3
El Liberatador Simon Bolivar En La Filatelia Colombiana: (Scott # 408,
443, 467, 484, 497, 515, 565, etc.), Juan Marino Sanchez, 8(10-80)
4-21.
El Liberatador Simon Bolivar En La Filatelia Colombiana: (Scott # 701,
etc.), Juan Marino Sanchez, 9(1-81) p. 3-14.
Emision Postal en Homenaje al "Puente de Occidente": (Scott # 895),
Unknown, 12(10-81) p. 30.

NOY 1989
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Las Emisiones Postales Colombianas en 1981: (Scott # 889-893),
Unknown, 13(1-82) p. 13-31.
Airmail Issues, 1919-1930, (Scott # C1-C82):
El Liberatador Simon Bolivar En La Filatelia Colombiana: (Scott #
C82-82), Juan Marino Sanchez, 8(10-80) p. 4-21.
Resumen Historic() de los Correos en Colombia, Juan Santa Maria
Alvarez, 2(4-79) p. 9-15.
El Sello de 18 Junio de 1919, (Scott # C1), Daniel Cadena C., 14(4-82)
p. 34-35.
Antecedentes del Correo Aereo en Colombia, (Scott # C1) , Julio Tobon
de Paramo and Miguel Tobon Hohman, 14(4-82) p. 11-33.
La Emision Perkins: (Scott # C1), Hernan Gil Pantoja, 7(7-80) p. 3-23.
Airmail Issues, 1932-1981 (Scott C83-C716):
Las Estampillas Colombianas del Postcentenario: (Scott # C322-336,
0338, C340-353, C355, CE2), Hernan Gil Pantoja, 15(7-82) p. 12-27.
El Liberatador Simon Bolivar En La Filatelia Colombiana: (Scott #
C-246, etc.), Juan Marino Sanchez, 8(10-80) p. 4-21.
El Liberatador Simon Bolivar En La Filatelia Colombiana: (Scott #
C389 etc.), Juan Marino Sanchez, 9(1-81) p. 3-14.
Las Emisiones de Colombia
Pantoja de Gil. 5(1-80) p.
Las Emisiones de Colombia
Pantoja de Gil, 9(1-81) p.

en 1979: (Scott # C672-685), Beatriz
4-13.
en 1980: (Scott # C686-695), Beatriz
16-28.

Las Emisiones Postales Colombianas en 1981, (Scott # C697-716),
Unknown, 13(1-82) p. 15-31.
Resumen Historic() de los Correos en Colombia, Juan Santa Maria
Alvarez, 2(4-79) p. 9-15.
Las Estampillas Colombianas del Postcentenario, II: (Scott #
C356-387), Hernan Gil Pantoja, 16(10-82) p. 3-24.
Colombia, Back

or

the Book Issues:

Emision Conmemorativa de la Independencia: (Scott F22, H17), Hernan
Gil Pantoja, 6(4-80) p. 16-26.
La Emision Perkins:
(Scott# El, H18-19, F23-24, 03-5, 07-9) Hernan
Gil Pantoja, 7(7-80) p. 3-23.
Las Estampillas Colombianas del Postcentenario, II: (Scott #
RA57-58), Hernan Gil Pantoja, 16(10-82) p. 3-24.
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Colombian States Issues:
Primeras Emisiones del Estado de Antioquia: (Scott # 1-19) Juan Santa
Maria Alvarez, 12(10-81) p. 3-19.
Estampillas del Estado Soberano de Antioquia: (Scott
Santa Maria Alvarez, 17(1-83) p. 3-38.

4t

20-43), Juan

Estampillas del Estado Soberano y del Departamento de Antioquia:
(Scott # 43-68), Juan Santa Maria Alvarez, 18(4-83) p. 3-25.
Las Estampillas del Departamento del
Munoz Delgado, 18(4-83)p. 26-39.

Cauca: (Scott # 1-9), Juan Jacobo

Los Correos Urbanos de Medellin (1 P g rte): Juan Santa Maria Alvarez,
3(8-79) p. 8-20.
Los Correos Urbanos de Medellin (2 Parte): Juan Santa Maria Alvarez,
4(10-79) p. 12-26.
Los Correos y Las Estampillas Departamentales: Hernan Oil Pantoja,
4(10-79) p. 4-17.
Postal Stationary:
Los Enteros Postales de Colombia de 1890 1 1976 (Sabres): Walter
Bien, 2(4-79) p. 16-17.
El Liberatador Simon Bolivar En La Filatelia Colombiana: (Cartas
Con Valor Declarado), Juan Marino Sanchez, 8(10-80) p. 4-21.
El Servicio Postal Ferreo y El Servicio Postal Fluvial:
Maria Alvarez, 13(1-82) p. 3-14.

Juan Santa

General:
Las Colecciones Filatelicas: Hernan Oil Pantoja, 2(4-79) p. 3-8.
Sellos Nuevos y Timbres Usadas: Emilio Obregon Renner,

3(3-79)

El Coloquto de los Museos Postales: Unknown, 16(10-82)

p. 25-27.

El Museo Filatelico de Medellin: Unknown 11(7-81) p. 3-10.
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OJPACARTA, INDEX TO VOLLNE VI VI/4 pp.93-9I.
COLOMBIA, Ic174FS CF 16365-188G
Cross, Jim.
"EXFILBO '613 BULLETIN #2, A REVIEW." V//1 p6.
00:21 31A, ISSUES CF 1934-1940.
Rowe, Kenneth. "PAPERMAKEPS' WATERMARKS ON THE COLOMBIA 19e8 NINEFAL
ISSLE." VI/2 pp. 35-35.
COLOMBIA, POSTAL HISTCPY
Cross, Jim.
AN 1e94 OCLOMBIAN OFFICIAL CCUER." VI/1 p7.
Cross, Jim.
"COLOMB/AN POSTAL SERVICE IN THE 18TH 6 19Th CENT/PIES.'
V1/3 PP.57-59.
Cross, Jim. "NATICN1AL POSTAL ROUTE NUWEER 4 - THE NCRTEERN ROUTE.'
VI/4 pp.71-76.
"A CCLOMBIAN ACINNLEDGENEW OF FECEIPT FORM." VI/1 P2g .
"A 1902 COLOMBIA CFFICIAL (liVER FROM BLENAVENTURA TO PANAMA.' VI/4
P-95.

"LAWS AND CECREES CONCERNING THE MAILS IN COLOMBIA. VI/3 p.60.
COLOMBIA, POSTAL MARKINGS
Cross, Jim. "COLOMBIAN POSTAL MARKINGS, 1793-1904, A PRELIMINARY
REPORT." VI/I pp.8-13; VI/2 pp. 32-34.
COL( IA, PRIVATE POSTS
Cross, Jim. "THE COPPED DEL CCWEROIO DE CUCUTA. VI/4 pp.77-81.
COLOMBIA, SANTANDER
Cross, Jim. 'THE SANTANCER . PROVISICINAL STAMPS CF 1903-190'. VI/I pp.
12-14.
COLOMBIA, U.S. POSTAL AGENCIES
Cross, Jim. "MEMORIES OF AN E7 f1..0YEE OF THE U.S. POSTAL AGENCY, CALI,'
VI/2 pp.37-38.
Rendlcr, Alex. 'THE BARRNCIJILLA AND CALI U.S. POSTAL AGENCIES." VI/2
pp. B0-31.
CCFACARTA, REGLLAR FEATURES
COPAPHIL NEWS. VI/1 p2; VI/2 p24; VI/3 p46; VI/4 p€8.
FROM ME EDITOR'S MAILBAG. VI/1 plE; 41/3 p54.
LA BIBLIOTECA. VI// p5; VI/2 p29; VI/3 p48; VI /4 p70.
SPACE FILLERS. VI/1 pp.21-22; VI/2 pp.43-44; VI/3 pp. 65-66; VI/4 p92.
THE MARKET REPORT. VI/1 p19; VI/2 p42; VI/3 p62: VI/4 p86.
THE PPESICENT S LLIIhR. VI/1 p3; VI/2 p26; VI/3 p47; VI/4 p69.
TREASURER'S REFPT. V1/1 p4.
CORAPHIL
Craig, Wallace. "THE SAN DIEGO GET-TOGETHER." VI'4 p.82.
COPAPHIL NEWS. VI/I p2; VI/2 p24; VI/3 p46;
pe8
PHOTOS. OCRAPHIL AT BALPEX '88. VI/2 pp.23-24.
REPORT FRCM
V1/2 pp.27-29.
PANAMA, AVIATION HISTDP ..,

Cross. Tim. "THE FIFST NOPTHAMEPICAN 'TFANSUICTIrENTAL FLIGHT." VI/2
pp.39-41.
PANAMA., BISLIOGRAPI-TY .
Cross. Tim. "FPCM THE PACES CIF THE AWPICAll Jr..1 PNAL T PHILATELY.'
VI/3 pp.53-55.
CORACARTA, I•CE,' TO VOLLME V1. VI/4 pp.90-91.
"EARLY PANAMA PHILATELIC: .TOLPNALS.' VI /4 p.94.

PANAMA, CaNTERFEITS
Sauter, 3.W. "A COLCTERFEIT LATE FEE STAMF . CI FtrIAMA." VI /'4 p.85.
FANAMA, EPP)PS, WEAK, AND CCOITTES
"A PANAMA EFC' COVER." VPI p4.
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PANAMA, ISSUES OF 1887-1903
Cross, Jim. "1887-1888 1S<VF . ALLEGED REPRINTS: 'FAVCP PRINTIN3S .
PHILATELIC COUNTERFEITS, A FURTHER REVIEW. VI/3 P62.
PANAMA, ISSUES CF 1906-1940
Leedm, David. 'PANAMA BOOKLETS OF 1911." VI/3 pp.49-52.
PANAMA, POSTAL HISTCPY
Ireson, Ray. "THE PANAMA PROVISIONAL REGISTPATION STAMP CF 1885. V1/4
p.83.
AN 1893 PANAMA NEWSPAPER WRAPPER." VI/1 p15.
"TEXT CF DECREE CF 6 AUGUST 1852 (ESTABLISHING COLCN P. O.). VI/3 p.56.

SPACE FILLERS

This final issue of Volume VI brings a bonus of four additional pages
containing an index of the bulletins of the Museo Filatelico de Medellin
prepared by our librarian, Bob D'Elia. These bulletins, not widely known
outside of Colombia, contain some of the best articles on Colombian stamps
Published in the Spanish language, especially the important series on the
stall.70 of Anticquia prepared by Juan A. Santa Maria.
The Colombia portion of this issue concentrates on Santander and Boyaca,
two areas that have been somewhat neglected in the literature. Two additional
articles planned for the August issue will examine aspects of the departmental
postal services of these two departments. I hope this special coverage will
spur members to further research into the unanswered questions posed therein.
Howard Frcme has completed tracings of the manuscript markings of Tolima
and I will begin publishing them in the next issue. Howard is now working on
manuscript markings of towns in Antioopia and members are urged to send him
<erox copies of markings in their possession.
New member Roger Wentworth and Bob Karrer are working on a publication
about Canal Zone and Panama Stdmpb issued for the 25th Anniversary of the
opening of the Panama Canal. Roger is seeking Aero'^ copies of any cacheted
covers of these events with information about the cachet makers if known.
An article by member Janes Negus concerning Bolivar bisects appeared in
the January 1989 issue of the Main Sheet. He speculates on possible reasons
for the bisects other than shortages of stamps or philatelic creations.
Another article by the same author in the April 1989 issue contains an updated
compilation of Colombian towns from wnich manuscript cancels are known.
CONTINUED :Id PAGE 84.

CLASSIFIED

ELr, tour issues $1.50.
AD PATES: Classified per line: one issue Business Cards: one issue - $1.50, four issues $5.W.
FCP SALE: SCACI TA Survey. Flight Cover. 10 Aug 1925 Barranquilla-Canal Zone.
Unclear postmark, clear Cristobal backstamp "Aug 12/1925. Kessler #6,
Gebauer #11. Excellent condition. Clean cachet. Very Pare. $1000.
ken Sanford, 4 Ave General Guiiuer, CH-1197 Prangins(Vaud). Switzerland.

